


We warmly extend an invitation for you to attend our 14th annual bull & female sale. Thank you to all the bidders, buyers and repeat 
customers from our past sales for your continued support. Whether you live local or have traveled a long distance, we truly appreciate 
you taking time to attend and look forward to assisting you with your future bull needs. Feel free to stop by the farm anytime, we are 
always available. Tell us about your program and we will try to help you make a choice that will work best for you.                                
    
 As breeders our work starts many years before your bull is born, layering genetics to make strong females that will produce bulls that 
will make a difference in our customer’s paycheck. Whether you are looking for Reds, Blacks or Fullbloods, our sale offering is strong 
with a good selection from calving ease to performance. Several transplant sons from extremely strong cow families will be featured. 
Sons from trusted sires that were so popular at last year’s sale are back and sons from several new walking herdsires will also make their 
debut. Several AI sires were also utilized so that we can offer you as many options as possible to move your programs forward. Choosing 
a herd bull is one of the most important choices a cattleman has to make. A good bull will pay for himself when you sell his first set 
of calves. A poor bull will cost you for years, especially if you keep your replacements. It really pays to buy the best genetics you can.

 Competent help is the key to a well- run operation and we would like to say a sincere Thank you to our full time employee Dave Caswell 
and the special part time seasonal people that work side by side with us until the job is done. Also our family, friends and neighbors, 
Claude & Ian Wasden and crew, all good people we can count on, your efforts are truly appreciated. 

 If there is a bull you are interested in but are unable to attend the sale, call Gerald or Jody and we can as-
sist you in bidding or contact anyone of the capable sales staff to bid on your behalf. Live Auctions is also 
in attendance for online viewing and bidding.

We look forward to seeing you on Wednesday February 26th. Come early and enjoy a home cooked meal 
and some Crossroad hospitality. 
                                                                             
                                                              The Woytiuk Family

WELCOME from Crossroad Farms

GERALD & LAURIE WOYTIUK
Phone: (306) 427-4422

Gerald’s Cell: (306) 883-7272

JODY & JACKIE WOYTIUK
Jody’s Cell: (306) 227-9910

www.crossroadfarms.ca

crossroadfarms@sasktel.net
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Insurance: Steen Agencies will be in attendance (306) 887-
2020; Cell: (306) 961- 5525  Each animal becomes the risk of 
the purchaser as soon as they are sold. ALL BULLS STAY-
ING AT CROSSROAD FARMS UNTIL DELIVERY MUST BE 
INSURED.
Catalogue Design: Cattlepics.com, Patricia Shewchuk (780)603--3066
Health: Crossroad bulls are developed on a TMR ration consisting of 
cereal silage, chopped hay, super oats and a custom formulated bull 
supplement. This ration will optimize longevity and ensure proper 
development from mass and structure to testicle development. All 
bulls will be vet checked, scrotal measured & semen tested. Bulls are 
treated with Cylence, Invermectin, Fermicon7, Pyramid4/Presponse, 
Maxiguard pinkeye protection & double vaccinated with Fusogard. 
Sale day weights will be posted.
“Sight Unseen” Purchase Program: If you are unable to attend the 
sale but are interested in our bulls give Gerald or Jody a call, they 
would be pleased to serve you personally. They will go over the 
bulls with you and recommend which ones would best suit your 
program. Bulls are guaranteed to meet your approval when delivered.
Crossroad Farms 100% Guarantee: All bulls are guaranteed to be 
satisfactory breeders in accordance with the Canadian Simmental 
Assoc.guidelines. Should a problem occur barring physical injury or 
mismanagement, a bull of equal value will be provided or a credit 
will be issued towards the purchase of another bull. We always have 
back-up bulls for our customers and we guarantee you will have a 
bull to service your cows.
Delivery: Free delivery in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba to 
central points, we will try our very best to deliver them right to your 
yard. Cost shared arrangements can be made to other destinations. 
Delivery date is at the seller’s convenience.
Welcome U.S. Buyers: Exchange rate will be announced on sale day.
Crossroads will do the necessary testing for export on bulls at cost 
and deliver to the nearest border crossing.
Semen Reserve: Crossroad Farms reserves the right to collect se-
men for in herd use only on any bull in our sale. Semen would be 
collected at Crossroads expense and buyers convenience.

Sale Day Phones
  Gerald Woytiuk.............................. cell: (306) 883-7272
  Jody Woytiuk ...................................cell: (306) 227-9910 
  House:  .......................................................... (306) 427-4422
Sales Consultants: 
Bohrson Marketing Services:
  Scott Bohrson ............................................ (403) 370-3010  
  Darryl Snider ...............................................(780) 385-5561
  Martin Bohrson ......................................... (306) 220-7901
  Rob Voice ................................. *NEW*  (306) 270-6082

First Class Cattle Marketing:
  Darnell Fornwald .....................................(403) 795-8030
  Shay Martindale ........................................(780) 812-4581
Consultant Francophone Marc Boisvert
  ................ (819) 395-5502 or cell: (819) 314-0367

Sale Staff
Auctioneer:
  Steve Dorran .................................... cell: (760) 972-7736
Ring Service:
  Jim Pulyk, Northern Livestock Sales
  ..................................................... cell: (780) 787-0646
  Dory Gerrard ..............................................(403) 302-1016
LiveAuctions.TV: 
  Jessy Milne-Smith: ....................................(613) 229-1073
Simmental Press Representatives: 
  Bruce Holmquist GM-CSA
  Randy Bollum, Simmental Country ...(403) 540-5949

FALL 2019 BOLT SIMMENTAL EPD BREED AVERAGE

Crossroad Farms
14th Annual Bull & Female Sale

Wednesday, FEB.26, 2020 at 1:00 p.m. CST
On the Farm, Shell Lake, Sask.

Directions to the Farm: 2 miles east of Shell Lake on Hwy #3, and 4 miles south on RR# 3080  OR 
4 miles south of Shell Lake on Hwy #12 and 2 miles east.

Watch for signs.

VOLUME 
DISCOUNTS!

No bulls sold 
prior to Sale Day!

To register and follow the auction in real time on the internet, 
log on to Website:  http://www.liveauctions.tv 

For More Information, call Jessy Milne-Smith: (613) 229-1073
If you wish to follow the sale on the computer and bid by 

telephone, please call Gerald or Jody or 
one of the consultants listed above.

LUNCH: 11:30 a.m. CST ~ SALE TIME: 1:00 p.m. sharp CST

Buyers Draw
178B PNEU-DART

AIR RIFLE

On Offer:  77 Bulls & 11 Open Replacement Heifers
Fullblood, Full Fleck, Red & Black Simmental Beef Bulls

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.7 3.4 69.6 102.8 25.2 4.0 60.4
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WS STEPPING STONE B44

CROSSROAD RED STONE 10E WFL MR RANGER 58E HART STATE OF WAR 056C

CROSSROAD WALKER 52D LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E CROSSROAD RED STETSON 9E

TSZ HOT SPOT 263E BBS TRUE JUSTICE B10 WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C

WFL WESTCOTT 24C WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D

RAINBOW RIVER CIRCUIT 10DLFE VEGAS 3145A

RED & BLACK
REFERENCE SIRES
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 CDI ABUNDANCE 391C
Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E
  HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33
  IPU CODE RED 53Y
Dam: IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 SBSF MS WARRIOR 53U

1 CROSSROAD AMERICAN XPRESS 213G       
PRS1275621  |  CRF 213G  |  FEB 18 2019  |  POLLED 7/8

BW: 96 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 826 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1471 lbs.
Every great bull is mothered by a superior cow and having IPU Code Red as your mother speaks for itself. Her accomplishments are impres-
sive, not just for one year or one sire but every year and multiple sires. Her eight sons that have sold at our bull sale averaged $18,968. She 
produces twenty to thirty # 1 embryo’s every flush and we have many of her fertile daughters in the herd, building what may be one of our 
best cow families ever. Several lots in the catalogue contain her bloodline and you can read the comments on her production record and see 
the quality and influence she has added to our program. We purchased the American Red herdsire from LCDR Simmentals in North Dakota 
and used him mostly on heifers the first year. He has a stunning profile, excellent structure and is a very good breeder. Never have we had 
a bull that has such a great foot and moves so effortlessly. This is American Red’s first calf crop and all of his nine sons born have made the 
sale. He consistently stamps all his calves with a deep dark red colour. Here is American Xpress, a feature bull that looked amazing the day he 
was born in mid-February and continues to impress us at every stage of growth. He is super thick with lots of top, muscle shape, structural 
correctness, has a ton of hair and a super disposition. Here is an above average bull with above average EPD’s and a combination of interest-
ing new and proven genetics. We think he has a lot to offer. Give him some serious consideration, not often does a bull of this caliber become 
available. Opportunity knocks!!                  ~HOMO POLLED~

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 8.8 2.7 67.9 105.8 34.5 7.1 68.5

Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E Dam: IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
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 CDI ABUNDANCE 391C
Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E 
 HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33
 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Dam: CROSSROAD EXCEPTIONAL 182E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A

2 CROSSROAD APPRENTICE 145G
PRS1269313  |  CRF 145G  |  JAN 25 2019  |  POLLED 7/8

Apprentice was mothered by a Spartacus x Code Red transplant heifer and what an exceptional job she has done on her 
first calf. Her full sister sells in the heifer section as lot 78. You can really see that Spartacus thickness from his dam on 
this future herdsire and just look at his length! His birth weight was a little heavier than we like to see for a heifer but 
he was also a foot longer at birth too, which would certainly account for the extra poundage. His dam bred back on her 
first cycle and we are sure glad we bred her back the same way. American Red was purchased to use on females like this 
and we are sure pleased with the results. Apprentice is a solid red, long smooth bull with a good temperament and as 
you can see, he has large testicles. Here is a bull that is sure to sire an exceptional set of calves!            
               ~HETERO POLLED~

 CDI ABUNDANCE 391C
Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E 
 HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33
 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Dam: CROSSROAD EMYLIN 125E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A

CROSSROAD ABUNDANCE 190G
PRS1275559  |  CRF 190G  |  FEB 08 2019  |  POLLED 7/83

BW: 95 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 825 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1462 lbs.

BW: 87 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 829 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1442 lbs.

Here is an excellent American Red son out of another 
Spartacus x Code Red transplant daughter. She is a full 

sibling to the dam of lot 2 and also to lots 10 and 11. And 
they are all full siblings to Crossroad Red Stetson who is the 

sire of lots 14 to18, 47 and the lot 78 in the heifer section. So 
you get to see the second generation Spartacus genetics at 

work. Let us know what you think on sale day. Here is a pretty 
darn good bull out of a heifer, full of meat and muscle showing 

good weaning and yearling weights and an above average set of 
EPD’s. Great structure, hair, colour and testicle size on this future 

herdsire too. His dam is bred early to one of our new herdsires TSZ 
Madoc, we are sure looking forward to seeing those calves. Good growth, 

high maternal values, fertility and consistency, here is a bull with some real 
qualities that we think you are going to like.                 ~HOMO POLLED~

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 9.9 2.8 77.8 119.0 30.4 8.8 69.3

E        
P
D

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 8.6 3.7 75.0 115.2 30.5 8.0 68.0
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 CDI ABUNDANCE 391C
Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E 
 HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33
 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Dam: CROSSROAD EMYLIN 125E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A

 CDI ABUNDANCE 391C
Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E 
 HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33
 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
Dam: CROSSROAD ELOISE 32E
 CROSSROAD CONFETTI 928C

CROSSROAD ALL STAR 175G
PRS1275543  |  CRF 175G  |  FEB 02 2019  |  POLLED 7/84

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 10.9 3.3 73.5 114.2 31.0 9.0 67.8

 CDI ABUNDANCE 391C
Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E 
 HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33
 FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
Dam: CROSSROAD EMPRESS 71E
 CROSSROAD CHATELAINE 96C

5 CROSSROAD ADVANTAGE 157G
PRS1274137  |  CRF 157G  |  JAN 27 2019  |  POLLED 7/8

A super good American Red son with a little star on his face and as you can see good depth of body and muscling throughout. 
Good testicle development on all these American red sons too. Born at 91 pounds showing excellent growth and mothered by 
another KWA Red Mountain sired heifer. The bottom side of this bull’s pedigree belongs to an exceptional cow family with a 
Spartacus granddam that has a bright future and also the great grandam is showing no sign of slowing down either, her son 
sells as lot 64. Lots of maternal strengths in these combined genetics, here is a bull that is sure to produce some good ones!
                                                                     ~HETERO POLLED~

Here is a real good thick baldie bull sired by 
American Red and a half fleckvieh Red Mountain 

heifer. And again we have good growth and above 
average EPD’s, these heifers are sure doing a good 

job on their first try. All Stars dam is bred early to 
another new herdsire we purchased last spring, R Plus 

Rattler. We are confident he will also complement our 
breeding program as we layer these genetics and attempt 

to bring our customers the very best possible. Be sure to 
check out this February born great haired, well-muscled bull on 

sale day, he has a good disposition and would be an excellent choice 
for your next herdsire. 

                                                              ~HETERO POLLED~

BW: 92 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 779 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1400 lbs.

BW: 91 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 803 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1432 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.2 2.9 76.6 119.0 30.9 5.9 69.2
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 CDI ABUNDANCE 391C
Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E 
 HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33
 ERIXON REVELSTOCK 41A
Dam: CROSSROAD CHER 18C
 CROSSROAD TAHITI 637T

CROSSROAD AMSTERDAM 224G
PRS1275704  |  CRF 224G  |  FEB 28 2019  |  POLLED 7/86

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 8.7 2.3 71.7 114.9 32.6 7.5 68.5

 CDI ABUNDANCE 391C
Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E 
 HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33
 CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z
Dam: CROSSROAD DELANEY 59D
 CROSSROAD URSULA 791U

7 CROSSROAD AUTHENTIC 116G
PRS1268181  |  CRF 116G  |  JAN 20 2019  |  POLLED 7/8

You will be amazed at the quality of this bull on sale day. He was born to an extremely strong Paparazzi sired female. She is a daughter 
from our donor cow Ursula, many top sellers have been sold from her and her daughters. Ursula is one of the oldest cows on the 
farm (12) and is due to Red Stone for mid-January, her sons in the sale this year are lots 25 & 26. Authentic’s dam raised an excellent 
son that sold to Old Elm Colony at Magrath, Alberta at last year’s sale. Lots of performance in this future herdsire’s bloodline and 
the American Red genetics has added even more to this already strong pedigree. Authentic is a solid red, moderate framed and is 
packed solid full of muscle. He also has a nice head to add to his stunning profile. Here is a bull that will really make a difference 
and would work well in any program, he will be a real herd builder.     ~HOMO POLLED~

Amsterdam has a moderate birth weight with 
excellent performance for being born at the end 

of February. His wide topped Revelstock dam is the 
maternal sister to the dam of Crossroad Subaru. They 

come from a long line of good uddered great producing 
females. Extra length of spine, with thickness throughout 

on this good baldie American Red son and a good disposition 
too.  Here is a bull that will sire a group of thick haired calves 

that are high in performance and quality.
                                               ~HETERO POLLED~

BW: 89 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 795 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1376 lbs.

E        
P
D

BW: 93 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 860 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1497 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.6 3.7 81.4 126.6 30.4 4.6 71.1
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 CDI ABUNDANCE 391C
Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E 
 HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33
  WFL MR WESTWAY 32C
Dam: CROSSROAD ECSTASY 30E
 CROSSROAD X-ATSY 264X

8 CROSSROAD AMERICANA 44G
PRS1266432  |  CRF 44G  |  JAN 12 2019  |  POLLED 7/8

Here is another super stylish, good bodied American Red son born unassisted out of a fancy heifer that has a great future. She is 
bred back the same way, hoping for a female this time. Americana’s full fleck, fertile grandam always raises an excellent calf. She 
is due again in early January for her ninth calf and we can pretty much guarantee it will be good. Her Spartacus son sells as lot 58 
this year, Gerald says he is insanely good, but we will let you be the judge. Americana has strong maternal strengths, fertility and 
consistency, all excellent traits he will pass on to his daughters. Here is a good bull with qualities you can count on, be sure to check 
out Americana on sale day.           ~HETERO POLLED~

 CDI ABUNDANCE 391C
Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E 
 HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33
 SVS PREMIUM 405B
Dam: CROSSROAD EVELYN 5E
 CROSSROAD TWILIGHT 597T

CROSSROAD AMBASSADOR 78G
PRS1266467  |  CRF 78G  |  JAN 16 2019  |  POLLED 7/89

BW: 94 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 789 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1410 lbs.

BW: 91 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 778 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1384 lbs.

 Another good American Red son that is naturally 
quiet just like his dam and grandam. This cow family 

has been producing good cattle for us for years. The 
grandam’s last year’s heifer sold to Tanner Oborowsky 

from Grandora, Sask. Ambassador was born at 91 pounds 
to a heifer. This solid red, well rounded individual offers many 

of the same qualities as the other American Red sons do. Great hair, big testicles, good growth and thick-
ness, here is a real sound package that will add style and quality to your next calf crop.
                                                                                                ~HETERO POLLED~

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.3 3.4 75.3 115.9 27.7 3.0 65.4

E        
P
D

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 8.6 3.8 73.2 111.5 28.0 7.4 64.6
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 VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
Sire: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
 FRANCHESCA 2S
 IPU CODE RED 53Y
Dam: IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
  SBSF MS WARRIOR 53U

CROSSROAD RED MUSTANG 85G
PTG1268109  |  CRF 85G  |  JAN 16 2019  |  POLLED PB10

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 8.5 3.3 73.4 109.2 38.4 7.6 75.1

 VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
Sire: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
 FRANCHESCA 2S
  IPU CODE RED 53Y
Dam: IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
  SBSF MS WARRIOR 53U

11 CROSSROAD RED CADILLAC 87G
PTG1268111  |  CRF 87G  |  JAN 17 2019  |  POLLED PB

Weaned at 875, and a flush mate to lot 10. We are again pleased to offer you sons from our IPU Code Red donor cow. This year they are 
sired by Spartacus and are full siblings to the three sold in 2018 that averaged $15,500. One of those sons that we collected semen on 
was Crossroad Red Stetson whose sons are lots 14-18 & 47. So you get to see the quality this bloodline is capable of producing. Spartacus 
sires thickness like none other, his sons both Fullbloods and Reds are always at the top of the bull pen and are in high demand at our 
sale. We have many daughters working in the herd and they sure pass on their natural Spartacus fleshing ability to their calves. Red 
Cadillac is a very good bull, naturally quiet, good colour, hair and style with an undeniable proven pedigree.  We are pleased to offer 
you these two brothers knowing that either one of them would be an excellent choice.

 Spartacus was purchased together with Little 
Willow Creek from our good friend Philippe Bel-

lavance from Sibelle Fleck Simmentals in Quebec. 
After we seen the amazing thickness from our first 

set of Spartacus calves five years ago, we knew we had 
to introduce these genetics to our red cattle and we 

are sure pleased with the results. Red Mustang weaned 
off at 860 on Sept 8th, he is a full brother to lot 11. Three 

other full brothers were sold at our 2018 sale, Red Stetson 
was purchased by Jean-Francois Leblond from Quebec for $19,000, Red Styx 

to Crystal Springs Colony at Magrath, Ab. for $12,000 and Red Sparks to Doug Krepps at Turtleford, 
Sk for $15,500. The dam of these five brothers is the IPU Code Red donor cow who has been a phenomenal producer, we have 

many daughters working in the herd. So far she has been flushed to Spartacus, Stepping Stone and American Red. In 2018 Meadow 
Acres purchased one of her Stepping Stone sons for $26,000 and Labatte Simmentals purchased a full brother in 2019 for $30,000. 
Proven genetics here in this Red Mustang herdsire along with structure, thickness, colour, hair and testicle size. No guess work here, 
a real outstanding bull for you to assess.

BW: 99 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 763 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1337 lbs.

BW: 97 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 778 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1360 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.1 3.9 78.1 116.3 30.6 7.0 69.7
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 VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
Sire: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
 FRANCHESCA 2S
 CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z
Dam: CROSSROAD CUPCAKE 902C
  CROSSROAD X-ADRAIN 410X

12 CROSSROAD RED RITZ 103G
PG1268133  |  CRF 103G  |  JAN 19 2019  |  POLLED PB

Here is another big red factor Spartacus son that is massive and soggy, full of power and performance.  Where do you ever see this 
kind of thickness, pictured in November at just over ten months of age. His dam is a deep dark red Paparazzi powerhouse cow and 
we have one of her daughters retained in the herd. If you want to see more pounds, hair, colour and style in your calves in the fall, 
here is a bull that will deliver that and more. Make sure to put Red Ritz right by the road with a group of steer calves he has sired 
for everyone to see. This may be the best bull you have ever owned!

 VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
Sire: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
 FRANCHESCA 2S
 LBR CROCKET R81
Dam: CROSSROAD ASTA 305A
 CROSSROAD WOODSTOCK 953W

CROSSROAD RED SIZZLER 150G
G1269320  |  CRF 150G  |  JAN 26 2019  |  HORNED PB13

BW: 100 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 888 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1525 lbs.

BW: 102 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 883 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1520 lbs.

Weaned off September 8th at 960 solid pounds! 
Again a Spartacus sired red factor power bull that 

is wide topped and long bodied with a big rump full 
of meat and muscle. Great hair, colour and good testicle 

size on this bull too. His dam comes from a super cow family, 
her sons have sold to Crooked Creek Farms at Big River, Sk., 

Stolson Farms at Hodgeville, Sk. and Moore Ranching at Loon Lake, Sk. 
His grandam has been one of our best producers over the years, her ninth good 

calf sells as lot 23. Red Sizzler will sire early maturing heavy weight calves and leave 
you females that will produce the same. He is one rip of a bull, if you want to produce 

pounds, this guy will sire calves that will flatten the tires on the cattle liner. Guaranteed! 

E        
P
D

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 4.4 4.9 84.0 126.6 32.3 4.0 74.3

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.4 3.8 84.5 125.6 31.1 5.8 73.4
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 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STETSON 9E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
  SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
Dam: CROSSROAD DINA 14D 
 REMINGTON SOFT TOUCH 4S

14 CROSSROAD RED REMINGTON 151G
PG1269321  |  CRF 151G  |  JAN 26 2019  |  POLLED PB

 The sire of this good bull is Crossroad Red Stetson who is a full brother to lots 10 & 11. Red Stetson is a Spartacus x IPU Code Red 
transplant son and he was purchased by Jean-Francois Leblond from Quebec at our 2018 bull sale. Because of his quality and genetics 
we collected semen for in herd use and we are sure pleased with the results. We have five red and one black Red Stetson sons on offer 
this year, lots 14-18 & 47. Red Remington is a very good bull and you can sure see that Spartacus thickness that follows through the 
generations. He is a big bodied bull with lots of barrel and is naturally quiet just like his dam. I am still kicking myself for selling her 
heifer calf at our sale last year but Pernitsky Farms will be very happy with their purchase. Pictured here in November, Red Remington 
will grow into an eye appealing thick chunk of a bull and he will certainly catch your attention on sale day. We are confident you will 
be happy with the above average set of calves that he will sire.               ~ HOMO POLLED ~

 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STETSON 9E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
Dam: CROSSROAD CLAUDEEN 125C
 CROSSROAD X-KALOO 187X

CROSSROAD RED RANCHER 18G
PG1266322  |  CRF 18G  |  JAN 09 2019  |  POLLED PB15

BW: 100 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 856 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1493 lbs.

BW: 105 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 832 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1477 lbs.

This rear quarter is only going to get bigger as he 
matures! Here is another Red Stetson son full of meat 

and muscle, good structure, hair and super stylish. Good 
temperament on this fella too. His dam is a powerful black 

female that raised a bull for Ernest Fendelet from Hafford,Sk. 
His grandam has raised many good sons and daughters for us 

over the years, one is the Calypso 343A bull owned by Crystal 
Springs at Magrath, Alberta. We saw Calypso and some of his 

phenomenal daughters this fall, very impressive to say the least! And old Grandma 
has another good bull in the sale again this year, lot 39 be sure to check him out. Such very good, 

proven cow families on both sides of this future herdsire’s pedigree, we certainly feel confident offering Red Rancher 
knowing that his new owner will be very pleased with the end results.          ~ HETERO POLLED ~
 

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 2.9 5.7 83.5 122.9 26.2 4.0 68.0

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 4.4 5.3 81.4 119.0 22.6 5.6 63.3
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 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STETSON 9E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
Dam: CROSSROAD CLAUDEEN 125C
 CROSSROAD X-KALOO 187X

 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STETSON 9E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 CROSSROAD BLACK BOLT263A
Dam: CROSSROAD CAMRYN 98C
 CROSSROAD TASMYN 626T

CROSSROAD RED DIRECTION 109G
PG1266521  |  CRF 109G  |  JAN 20 2019  |  POLLED PB16

 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STETSON 9E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 DRIFTING “M” DOUBLEDOG42N
Dam: CROSSROAD 106R
 CROSSROAD NIGHTMIST 43N

CROSSROAD RED REVOLVER 69G
PTG1266458  |  CRF 69G  |  JAN 15 2019  |  POLLED PB18

 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STETSON 9E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 KIMLAKE GUNNER 21U
Dam: CROSSROAD X-AMILLIE 213X
  LPN MISS 89M

CROSSROAD RED RODEO 48G
G1266436  |  CRF 48G  |  JAN 13 2019  |  HORNED PB17

These Red Stetson sons are such good bulls. Here is another real meat 
bull, a transplant out of our 106R donor cow. She has an extensive pro-

duction record with many good sons and daughters to her credit. Pictured 
here in November, Red Revolver is solid red with a ton of volume and a 

well-muscled rear quarter, big testicles and a thick hair coat. He has excellent 
maternal traits from both sides of his pedigree and he has been walking the 

fence, pushing on the planks if a cow walks by ever since we weaned. Here is a 
bull that will cover a lot of cows and you can put your feet up knowing he is out 

there getting the job done and your end result will be profitable.       
                                                                           ~ HETERO POLLED ~

Here is another one of our big boys sired by Red Stetson 
weighing in at 960 pounds on September 8th. He is going to 

have one heck of a rear quarter and rump when he matures! Red 
Direction is a bigger framed bull with a massive muscled body and 

big testicles. He will cover a lot of cows. His dam is a good producing 
cow with lots of maternal strengths. She has raised sons for Lee Peterson 

from Moose Jaw, Sk. and RCM Cattle Co. from Wrentham, Alberta. The 
cattle business is a lot of work and you need that cow to produce as many 

pounds possible to make it work. Here is a bull that will take your cow herd in that direction, he will sire calves 
with weaning weights like you have never had before. Red Direction will definitely raise the bar in the right direction and put more 
profit in your pocket.     ~ HOMO POLLED ~

BW: 96 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 787 lbs. 
365 Day adj. Wt: 1440 lbs.

BW:  102 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 874 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1519 lbs.

BW: 92 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 770 lbs. 
365 Day adj. Wt: 1330 lbs.

In the cattle business length = more pounds = more $$. Here 
is a super long bodied bull that weaned just a few pounds 
shy of 900, and when you look at his back end there is quite 
a few of those pounds just sitting there making quite a state-
ment. Red Rodeo is full of thickness throughout and as you 
can see has big testicles, good hair and loads of pigment. He 
was mothered by a ten year old Gunner cow that is bred back for early January. She has three good daughters working in the herd, her 
last year’s good son was purchased by Rosebud Colony at Rockyford, Alberta. Excellent maternal strengths in this powerful bull and 
combined with the consistencies of Red Stetson and that splash of thickness from Spartacus, you are pretty much guaranteed one of 
your heaviest calf crops ever. Put Red Rodeo to work for you, he will give you high returns on your investment in a very short time.  

E        
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 3.3 5.6 85.7 126.3 24.2 6.6 67.1

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.5 3.9 75.8 109.0 27.6 7.2 65.5

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.4 3.1 68.3 99.8 38.6 5.3 72.8
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 WS STEPPING STONE B44
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STONE 10E
  IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 SVS PREMIUM 405B
Dam: CROSSROAD DELORES 31D
  CROSSROAD YOHANNA 384Y

19 CROSSROAD RED RUCKUS 29G
PRS1266410  |  CRF 29G  |  JAN 10 2019  |  POLLED 7/8

Pictured on November 25th just over ten months of age, here is a tremendous power bull with lots of hip and middle showing good 
weaning and yearling weights and big testicles too. His sire is Crossroad Red Stone, we collected semen for in herd use on this outstanding 
herdsire before he was sold in our 2018 bull sale to Meadow Acres for $26,000 and they too are very pleased with their first calf crop. 
Red Stone is another transplant son out of the Stepping Stone x IPU Code Red genetics who are both known for producing females 
with excellent udders. The dam of Red Ruckus is a family favourite. She is bred back for an early January calf and we believe she will 
continue to produce the very best throughout her lifetime. Here is a bull with exceptional performance and thickness throughout. If you 
want to produce early maturing, heavy weight, top dollar calves, this naturally quiet good haired powerhouse bull will not disappoint! 
                                                                  ~ HETERO POLLED ~

 WS STEPPING STONE B44
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STONE 10E
  IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Dam: CROSSROAD CLASSIC 121C
 CROSSROAD WANTED 14W

CROSSROAD RED CLASSIC 14G
PG1266305  |  CRF 14G  |  JAN 07 2019  |  POLLED PB20

BW: 95 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 821 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1466 lbs.

BW: 97 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 795 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1393 lbs.

The scale read 915 pounds when he was weaned in early 
September. Here is an extremely stylish, naturally quiet 

bull with good muscling, great hair and large testicles. He is 
another excellent Red Stone son full of potential. Red Stone’s 

flush mate full sisters we have working in the herd have phe-
nomenal udders. Red Classic’s full fleck dam also comes from 

generations of good producing, excellent uddered females. Then 
add the quality and thickness of Spartacus genetics into the mix 

gives you a bull with many layers of undeniable qualities. There is 
no doubt that you will love your Red Classic calves. Build a cow herd 

from his daughters for rewards that will last a lifetime. 
                                                          ~ HOMO POLLED ~

E        
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 5.8 3.5 74.0 110.6 29.2 2.8 66.2

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 5.4 3.8 80.6 123.2 24.0 0.6 64.3
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 WS STEPPING STONE B44
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STONE 10E
  IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Dam: CROSSROAD CLASSIC 121C
 CROSSROAD WANTED 14W

 WS STEPPING STONE B44
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STONE 10E
  IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 WS BEEF MAKER R13
Dam: PWK MS RUBY 52Y 7A 
 PWK MS RUBY 18U 52Y

CROSSROAD RED RADAR 172G
PRS1275539  |  CRF 172G  |  JAN 31 2019  |  POLLED 7/821

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 9.3 2.7 73.7 113.1 27.3 6.9 64.2

 WS STEPPING STONE B44
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STONE 10E
  IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 CROSSROAD NAVIGATOR 338Y
Dam: CROSSROAD CORINA 67C
  CROSSROAD U’ONE 787U

22 CROSSROAD RED NAVIGATOR 16G
PRS1266312  |  CRF 16G  |  JAN 07 2019  |  POLLED 7/8

Here is another excellent bull with a lot going for him. He is also sired by Red Stone who is a Code Red son and one of the best donor 
cows we have ever owned. She is an amazing cow, full of fertility, incredible udder quality and always produces the best. Red Naviga-
tor’s dam produced an excellent bull that sold at last year’s sale to Riverbend Farms at Waldheim. She is also the grandam to the good 
lot 48 Black Trust bull. Red Navigator is a massive bodied bull that is super quiet, with good hair and big testicles. Just imagine what 
he is going to look like when he matures! He is not yet eleven months in this picture. He is backed by some extremely good genetics 
that you can count on. His calves are going to be money makers, we like him a lot and hope you do too.
                                                 ~HOMO POLLED~

Another tremendous Red Stone son that is super 
thick and full of performance. He is the natural calf 
from our Beef Maker donor cow. She also has two 
other Vegas sons in the sale this year and we have 

four of her daughters retained in the herd. She is bred 
back to our new American Red herdsire for an early 
January calf. Red Radar will sire stylish good haired 
heavy weight calves and his daughters will go on to 

be outstanding producers. Here is a bull that will deliver 
and would be an excellent choice for your next herdsire.

                                           ~ HOMO POLLED ~

BW: 104 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 828 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1441 lbs.

E        
P
D

BW: 96 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 829 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1458 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.7 3.1 79.8 120.5 24.3 4.0 64.2
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 W/C LOCK DOWN 206Z
Sire: WS STEPPING STONE B44
  WS MS UPGRADE Z15
 CROSSROAD SLAPSHOT 504S
Dam: CROSSROAD WOODSTOCK 953W
 CROSSROAD MAKAYLA 185M

CROSSROAD RED STOCK 123G
PRS1268684  |  CRF 123G  |  JAN 22 2019  |  POLLED 7/823

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.9 2.7 78.5 122.3 29.2 4.9 68.5

 TNT 90 PROOF Z401
Sire: WFL WESTCOTT 24C
  WFL SWEET LICIOUS 1044X
  SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
Dam: CROSSROAD DE-VI 468D
  CROSSROAD TIFFANY 179T

24 CROSSROAD QUEST 158G
PG1274138  |  CRF 158G  |  JAN 28 2019  |  POLLED PB

Here is a super Westcott son that has a lot going for him. He is so stylish with his liver red colour, great hair coat, excellent body type, 
huge testicles and is naturally quiet too. His black All In dam is a real pet and sometimes a pest, always looking for a scratch! She raised 
one of our top end bulls at last year’s sale that was purchased by Black Gold Simmentals for $17,000. Pretty sweet when a heifer can 
raise a calf like that, but her mother the Tiffany cow was a phenomenal producer too.  Quest’s dam is bred again for a January calf to 
our exciting new black herdsire TSZ Madoc 305F.  Quest is a bull that shows a lot of promise, capable of high production, siring keeper 
replacements full of fertility and longevity. He will probably come looking for a scratch on sale day, put your checkmark by lot 24 that 
quiet Quest bull, he is a good one!!              ~ HOMO POLLED ~

We have utilized the Stepping Stone genetics over the 
last few years with excellent results. The udder quality 

is exceptional on these daughters and sons are full of 
meat and muscle. Here is Red Stock, a bigger framed 

bull with big weaning and yearling weights, good thick-
ness, testicle size, colour and a thick hair coat. His dam is 

our powerful eleven year old Woodstock cow. Three of her 
daughters are working in the herd, one is the dam of Red 

Sizzler lot 13. Sons have sold to Rock Lake Colony, Rosebud 
Colony has two full brothers and Old Elm Colony also has a son.  

This is a very strong cow family to buy into and crossed with the 
Stepping Stone genetics guarantee’s you will have a quality calf in 

the fall. Make sure you check him out on sale day. 
                                                           ~ HOMO POLLED ~

BW: 98 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 866 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1527 lbs.

BW: 100 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 817 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1430 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 4.2 5.8 87.8 131.2 19.8 1.2 63.7
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 TNT 90 PROOF Z401
Sire: WFL WESTCOTT 24C
  WFL SWEET LICIOUS 1044X
 TNT GUNNER N208
Dam: CROSSROAD URSULA 791U
 HILLCREST MISS RUSTY 61M

25 CROSSROAD QUALIFIED 119G
PTG1268552  |  CRF 119G  |  JAN 21 2019  |  POLLED PB

Here is another one of our big boys, weighing in at 965 on Sept.8th. He is a tremendous transplant Westcott son out of the twelve 
year old Ursula donor cow who is due again for a mid-January calf. We have three of her daughters working in the herd and eight 
more daughters from four different sires due to have their first calf in 2020. One of the daughters has an American Red son in the 
sale, lot 7 be sure to check him out. Qualified’s full brother sold in last year’s sale for $18,500 to Double RN Ranching and Schamber 
Ranches and the full sisters to Qualified that are due to calve this year are flat out awesome! Qualified has been a stand out since 
birth and continues to impress us. Pictured here at ten months of age you can certainly appreciate his thickness, deep quarter, length 
and the overall balance he possesses. Good performance and full of proven maternal strengths, he will sire calves with more pounds 
at weaning than you have ever had before and leave you daughters that will be your best producers. Here is a bull that will certainly 
add value to your calf crop.                    ~ HETERO POLLED ~

 MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R
Sire: KOP CROSBY 137W
 KOP MS BENGIE 6P
  TNT GUNNER N208
Dam: CROSSROAD URSULA 791U
  HILLCREST MISS RUSTY 61M

CROSSROAD CASHBACK 177G
PG1275545  |  CRF 177G  |  FEB 04 2019  |  POLLED PB26

BW: 102 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 877 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1514 lbs.

BW: 96 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 784 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1344 lbs.

Here is the natural calf from our twelve year old Ursula 
donor cow. She has 26 calves to her credit, many were 

high selling sons and the daughters raise nothing but the 
best. We are expecting more Ursula calves to be born in 

2020, from four different sires, I don’t think you can have 
too many of these good working daughters. They will give 

us a base to layer some of our new genetics on and keep the 
herd strong. This February born bull is sired by Crosby who has 

been used very successfully throughout the industry with excellent results. 
The Crosby bloodline weaves through many of our females adding power and predictability for us 

to build on. Here is Cashback, a well- rounded individual with plenty of style, is naturally quiet, has good testicle size and his 
maternal strengths are through the roof. We think he will sire some tremendous progeny. If you are herd building, you won’t find a 
bloodline that will leave you better females. February 26th may be your lucky day, owning this bull is like winning a lottery that pays 
big $ every year.                ~ HOMO POLLED ~

E        
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 4.6 4.6 68.9 100.0 35.5 7.3 70.0

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 3.4 5.2 82.8 122.9 31.8 0.7 73.2
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 LFE BELLAGIO 529X
Sire: LFE VEGAS 3145A
 LFE RS AMBER 2015R
  WS BEEF MAKER R13
Dam: PWK MS RUBY 52Y 7A
  PWK MS RUBY 18U 52Y

CROSSROAD VOYAGER 83G
PTG1268107  |  CRF 83G  |  JAN 16 2019  |  POLLED PB27

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 9.6 3.2 71.9 104.5 23.4 8.3 59.4

 LFE BELLAGIO 529X
Sire: LFE VEGAS 3145A
 LFE RS AMBER 2015R
 WS BEEF MAKER R13
Dam: PWK MS RUBY 52Y 7A 
  PWK MS RUBY 18U 52Y

28 CROSSROAD VIKING 41G
PTG1266429  |  CRF 41G  |  JAN 11 2019  |  POLLED PB

Weighed 925 pounds on weaning day Sept. 8th.  Here is our second Vegas son and a full sibling to the above lot. These brothers 
were pictured early so you can expect to see a lot more bull on sale day. Solid red, big butt and barrel, always so much middle in 
these Vegas progeny, big testicles and moves out well too. Take advantage of the consistencies in these brothers on sale day.  They 
will raise deep bodied calves and fertile replacements that will earn their keep and more year after year.           ~ HOMO POLLED ~

We are very pleased with our Vegas progeny; sons 
are working well in both purebred and commercial 
operations. We have daughters working and we can 

see they will be the foundation for yet another strong 
cow family for our herd. Here is Voyager, a solid red 

transplant son out of Vegas and our Ruby donor cow. 
He is moderate framed, deep bodied with thickness 
throughout. Along with strong maternal strengths on 

both sides of this pedigree, an above average set of EPD’s, he 
also has excellent testicle development just like all the other Vegas sons. His Beef 

Maker dam is a very fertile cow that has always calved in January, she flushed well giving us 27 #1 
embryo’s. Lots of consistent, predictable genetics here, buy with confidence.
                                                              ~ HOMO POLLED ~

BW: 96 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 859 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1499 lbs.

BW: 94 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 803 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1432 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 11.9 3.4 75.0 108.9 21.5 9.7 59.0
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 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
  CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z
Dam: CROSSROAD BETHANY 824B
  CROSSROAD X-IFFANY 414X

29 CROSSROAD MANAGER 206G
PG1275611  |  CRF 206G  |  FEB 13 2019  |  POLLED PB

The sire of Manager is Crossroad Voltage, he is a deep bodied Vegas x Crosby son than we raised and share ownership with our 
good friends at Cattle Creek Crossing. This is his second set of calves and we will have nine tremendous sons on offer this year. 
Here is a big, deep bodied Voltage son, solid red, born February 13 and pictured here under ten months of age. So much volume 
and capacity in these Voltage sons! Mothered by a Paparazzi dam who has raised progeny for Drennan Farms at Clavet,Sk., Y 
Coulee Land and Cattle at Frenchman Butte,Sk. and last year’s good son was purchased by Rosebud Colony at Rockyford, Ab. 
If you are looking for a herd Manager, just turn this big boy out with your cows, the results will amaze you!       
         ~ HOMO POLLED ~

 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
 CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z
Dam: CROSSROAD CASHA 147C
 CROSSROAD X-SASHA 287X

CROSSROAD MARSHAL 110G
PG1268144  |  CRF 110G  |  JAN 20 2019  |  POLLED PB30

BW: 100 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 842 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1495 lbs.

BW: 105 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 844 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1497 lbs.

Pictured here in November, you can see his explosive 
growth potential. He has a massive body, strong top, big 

rear quarter, large testicles and a super thick hair coat. His 
mother is a powerful Paparazzi cow that has raised prog-

eny for Tim Amendt from Spiritwood and Jason Breault at 
Mossbank. If you are looking for a power bull that will cover a 

lot of cows make sure to put Marshal on your list. He will easily 
cover his purchase price the day his sons enter the auction ring!

                                                                 ~ HOMO POLLED ~
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 5.1 5.2 78.9 116.0 24.6 5.1 64.1

E        
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.0 4.4 78.9 117.9 24.6 5.1 64.1
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 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
 BHR BARON SA 2842P
Dam: CROSSROAD A’BABE 760A
 LPN MS EDDY 86R

31 CROSSROAD MAGNUM 165G
PG1274145  |  CRF 165G  |  JAN 30 2019  |  POLLED PB

Another powerful Voltage son out of a fullblood BHR Baron dam. We have one of her daughters working in the herd, her last year’s 
heifer was sold to Flying TL Simmentals at Earl Grey, Sk., and a good son was purchased a few years ago by Nancy Willick from Mildred, 
Sk. When people describe a bull that’s full of meat and potatoes, well that’s this guy. He is double goggled, super thick, deep, great 
haired, structurally sound and loose made. Here is a bull that will cover a lot of cows and what a set of calves he will produce. Magnum 
is a very good bull, he will be easy to find on sale day.

 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
 SIBELLE BOLERO 10A
Dam: CROSSROAD DEKORA 443D
 LPN MS EDDY 86R

CROSSROAD MASTER 26G
PG1266376  |  CRF 26G  |  JAN 10 2019  |  POLLED PB32

BW: 105 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 777 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1430 lbs.

BW: 90 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 787 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1440 lbs.

Master is another one of those good Voltage 
sons that was so well accepted at last year’s 

sale. He is mothered by a very good uddered 
Bolero fullblood dam. Master is quite a bull, 

deep sided with a big rear quarter and lots of eye 
appeal with the white on his face and that dark 

colour thick hair coat. Great disposition on this guy 
too, he will sire calves that will really excel in the 

feedlot. Here is a real complete individual for you to 
assess, you will be glad he is walking in your pastures.

E        
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.4 3.6 74.9 107.4 28.7 3.2 66.2

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 4.5 5.2 73.3 105.1 25.8 0.7 62.5
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 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
 SIBELLE BOLERO 10A
Dam: CROSSROAD DEKORA 443D
 LPN MS EDDY 86R

 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
 RDD MR 51W
Dam: CROSSROAD AMARILLO 762A
 CROSSROAD TAMARA 224T

CROSSROAD MUCHO 153G
PG1269323  |  CRF 153G  |  JAN 26 2019  |  POLLED PB33

 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
 TNT GUNNER N208
Dam:  CROSSROAD U’LIZA 746U
 LFE AMBER 677L

CROSSROAD MEMPHIS 34G
PG1266421  |  CRF 34G  |  JAN 11 2019  |  POLLED PB35

 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
 WFL MR WESTWAY 94W
Dam: CROSSROAD YOREEN 334Y
 CROSSROAD NOREEN 247N

CROSSROAD MONTGOMERY 58G
PG1266447  |  CRF 58G  |  JAN 14 2019  |  POLLED PB34

 This guy’s transplant Gunner mom has sure been a good cow, 
but those hips just seemed to seize up this summer, always sad 

when those good producers are loaded on the truck for the last 
time. She did her job though, at age eleven she still brought in an 

800 pound calf. She raised nine January born calves, so excellent 
fertility here. Labatte Simmentals purchased a daughter way back 

at one of the first Source sales. Sons were purchased by Alfred Nash at Glaslyn, Sk., Dry Creek 
Simmentals at Loon Lake, Sk and a good Westcott son went to Quentin and Lisa Taylor at Yellow Creek, Sk. We also have a really good 
daughter retained in the herd. Memphis is a bull that carries all the good Voltage qualities and combined with his dam’s top notch 
record of production makes us confident that he will go on to be a good breeding bull for his new owner.                ~ HOMO POLLED ~

Mucho is a typical Voltage son with lots of middle and good 
thickness throughout. Stylish too with that splash of white on the 

face and good disposition to boot! His dam is a fault free cow that 
always brings home a good calf. She is bred back for a mid-January calf 

to our new R Plus Rattler bull, sure wish she would give us a daughter! She 
has placed bulls into the good herds at South Peace Colony from Dawson 

Creek, B.C., and Royal View Farms at Leask, Sk., and Crooked Creek Farms, just 
a couple towns down the road from us at Big River. What a set of blaze faced 

replacements this bull would sire and his steers would be very easy to market.    
                                                         ~ HOMO POLLED ~

BW:  70 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 707 lbs. 
365 Day adj. Wt: 1235 lbs.

BW:  101 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 788 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1417 lbs.

BW: 93 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 704 lbs. 
365 Day adj. Wt: 1302 lbs.

Born a 70 pound twin and just about hit the 800 pound mark on 
weaning day, not bad! Here is another good Voltage son that will 
sire those rugged, high performance steer calves and excellent 
replacement females. He was mothered by an extremely strong 
cow that has placed progeny in the herds of Stolson Farms, Cattle 
Creek Crossing, Rafter 4T, Moore Ranching and Old Elm Farming. 
Good bulls come from good cows.               ~ HETERO POLLED ~
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.7 4.2 68.7 97.2 29.0 7.2 63.4
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 8.4 4.1 76.0 111.3 29.2 6.9 67.2

E        
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 9.2 2.8 62.8 87.8 26.7 9.0 58.1
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 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
 SIBELLE BOLERO 10A
Dam: CROSSROAD CONCETTA 136C
  CROSSROAD WANDA 51W

CROSSROAD MARCO 93G
PG1268118  |  CRF 93G  |  JAN 18 2019  |  POLLED PB36

 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
 SIBELLE BOLERO 10A
Dam: CROSSROAD DEMI 463D
 CROSSROAD U’TOPIA 262U

CROSSROAD MAGNITUDE 178G
PG1275546  |  CRF 178G  |  FEB 04 2019  |  POLLED PB38

 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
 LFE BS LEWIS 322U
Dam: CROSSROAD ZANTASTIC 11Z
 LFE JUSTINE 193M

CROSSROAD MARKSMAN 222G
PG1275701  |  CRF 222G  |  FEB 24 2019  |  POLLED PB37

Another excellent bull with all the Voltage qualities the other sons 
have. Mothered by an incredible good uddered Bolero dam, she is 

bred back to American Red. Her first calf was a heifer and has been 
retained in the herd. Bolero has the same sire as Spartacus, so there is 

a lot of natural thickness in this young herdsire’s pedigree. Magnitude 
has good muscle expression with a big rump, good feet and legs, thick hair 

coat and nice disposition. Here is a good quality bull that will add a lot of 
value to your calf crop.

Born an 83 pound twin and has grown into a super thick bull, he 
weaned off at 875 on Sept 8th. You can sure see that big volume 

soggy middle that all the Voltage’s exhibit. His dam is a fullblood Bolero 
daughter, they have very nice udders and have the ability to feed a calf well. 

Marco is double goggled with some white in the flank and just so you know, 
a small patch of white on his shoulder too which would come from his dam’s 

side. She has a solid pattern, but she is Simmental, it certainly won’t affect the 
soggy calves he will sire. Don’t let this one sneak through the ring without putting 

your hand up, you will drive a lot of miles to find one as thick as him.

BW: 100 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 832 lbs. 
365 Day adj. Wt: 1363 lbs.

BW:  83 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 810 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1423 lbs.

BW: 92 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 855 lbs. 
365 Day adj. Wt: 1461 lbs.

Another late February born good Voltage son that we have liked since 
birth.  He exhibits good thickness throughout, solid structure, thick hair 
coat and his moderate frame would come from his dam’s genetics. His 
good uddered mother has raised progeny for Ellis Vaagen from Shell 
Lake, Leewood Ranch at Manville, Alberta and Y Coulee Land and Cattle 
at Frenchman Butte, Sask. and we also have a daughter retained in the 
herd. Consistency, style, large testicles, good disposition are just some 
of the excellent traits Marksman will pass on to his calves. 
             ~ HOMO POLLED ~
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 5.6 4.3 76.5 113.8 30.9 5.3 69.2
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.2 4.0 74.2 106.2 22.0 2.8 59.1
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.8 3.5 79.5 113.2 26.8 7.3 66.6
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 CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z
Sire: CROSSROAD RED WALKER 52D
 CROSSROAD U’LABELLE 793U
 DOUBLE BAR D BUILDER 154T
Dam: CROSSROAD X-KALOO 187X
  CROSSROAD MAKAYLA 185M

39 CROSSROAD WISERS 76G
PG1266465  |  CRF 76G  |  JAN 16 2019  |  POLLED PB

Here is a big fella with an actual weaning weight of 945 pounds in early September. He is the type that will catch your attention 
on sale day, for sure! If you are looking for a big red hairy meat machine with a good disposition and big testicles, you had better 
check out this lot 39 Wisers bull. His sire was a bull we raised that was injured early in life but we still pull a few straws out of the 
tank every year so we can offer you these good genetics. His dam is a real powerhouse that has always raised a super good calf. 
She has placed progeny at Grzybowski Farms at Hafford, Sk., Crystal Springs at Magrath, Alberta and Gerald’s good buddy Ben 
at Riverbend Farms from Waldheim, Sk also has a son. We have two daughters working in the herd, one is the dam of lot 15, be 
sure to check him out. Here is a bull with lots to offer, he is very complete, he gets out and moves freely, we think there are great 
things in this bull’s future so put your hand up till the auctioneer says sold, you will be glad you did.         ~ HOMO POLLED ~

 CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z
Sire: CROSSROAD RED WALKER 52D
 CROSSROAD U’LABELLE 793U
 ERIXON REVELSTOCK 41A
Dam:  CROSSROAD CALEA 907C
 CROSSROAD 106R

CROSSROAD WALKMAN 11G
PG1266300  |  CRF 11G  |  JAN 05 2019  |  POLLED PB40

BW: 108 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 844 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1489 lbs.

BW: 79 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 736 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1326 lbs.

I don’t know why he came out at 79 pounds but he 
sure did some growing after that with an actual weaning 

of 855 pounds. His sire Red Walker was super quiet and 
you can sure see that in these sons. Walkman is another 

bigger framed bull carrying a lot of muscle, has good length 
and a real thick hair coat. His dam is a Revelstock daughter 

out of our 106R donor cow and she is a real deep bodied 
powerhouse too.  There is no doubt, here is a bull that is go-

ing to sire some good calves. Be sure to check out this quality 
bull on sale day.

                                          ~ HOMO POLLED ~
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 9.4 1.3 74.9 113.9 27.9 4.8 65.4
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 3.0 5.6 83.4 126.0 27.5 2.0 69.2
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 LFE RED MOUNTAINEER 303C
Sire: WFL MR RANGER 58E
 WFL MISS LISA 5110C
 SIBELLE BOLERO 10A
Dam: CROSSROAD DELILA 417D
 CROSSROAD YALIDA 524Y

CROSSROAD REFORMER 162G
PG1274142  |  CRF 162G  |  JAN 28 2019  |  POLLED PB41

 LFE RED MOUNTAINEER 303C
Sire: WFL MR RANGER 58E
 WFL MISS LISA 5110C
 MRL PRETTY RECKLESS 68B
Dam:  CROSSROAD ECLAIRE 24E
 CROSSROAD 106R

CROSSROAD REVOLUTION 111G
PG1268148  |  CRF 111G  |  JAN 20 2019  |  POLLED PB43

 LFE RED MOUNTAINEER 303C
Sire: WFL MR RANGER 58E
 WFL MISS LISA 5110C
 WS STEPPING STONE B44
Dam: CROSSROAD EXOTIC 69E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A

CROSSROAD RAIDER 96G
PG1268120  |  CRF 96G  |  JAN 18 2019  |  POLLED PB42

Revolution is a stylish dark red, long bodied Ranger son with good 
testicle development, is well haired and has a good disposition. We 

have some beautiful Ranger daughters in the replacement pen that 
look like they have all the right stuff to become good producing females. 

Revolution’s dam is a transplant Pretty Reckless x 106R heifer and she is 
bred to our exciting new black herdsire TSZ Madoc for a mid-January calf. 

We are sure looking forward to seeing those calves. Revolution is a moderate 
birth weight quality bull with some good maternal strength’s that will make a 

positive impact on your next set of calves.              ~ HETERO POLLED ~

We purchased a semen package on WFL Ranger from Spring Lake 
Simmentals to use on heifers and second calver’s. This is our first set 

of calves and he certainly has earned his place in our breeding program. 
We have four of his sons on offer, this one was mothered by a strong 

fullblood cow. She raised a heifer that was sold at last year’s sale to JMR 
Farms at Goodsoil, Sk. Reformer’s nine year old grandam is the mother of 

the lot 60 Surefoot bull, so be sure to check him out as you assess the strength 
of this cow family. Reformer is a very good baldie bull and has all the qualities 

that add value to his progeny. Along with his moderate birth weight with good 
performance, he is well balanced, muscled throughout, has big testicles and a thick 

hair coat. Reformer is sure to catch the attention of good cattlemen on sale day.                                          

BW: 96 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 779 lbs. 
365 Day adj. Wt: 1307 lbs.

BW:  91 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 839 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1429 lbs.

BW: 93 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 762 lbs. 
365 Day adj. Wt: 1274 lbs.

Here is another good solid red Ranger son born to a perfect uddered 
Stepping Stone x Code Red transplant heifer. Raider has good structure, 
adequate thickness, has a great hair coat and a good disposition. You 
have most likely read how much his Grandam, the IPU Code Red donor 
cow has influenced our herd and we think the daughters Raider sires will 
make exceptional females too. Raider would be an excellent choice for 
your next herdsire.            ~ HOMO POLLED ~
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 5.1 3.3 64.7 87.7 14.4 0.2 46.8
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 LFE RED MOUNTAINEER 303C
Sire: WFL MR RANGER 58E
 WFL MISS LISA 5110C
 WHEATLAND KILL SWITCH
Dam: CROSSROAD EVERSWEET 142E
 CROSSROAD ZOVEEVA 670Z

CROSSROAD ROCK STAR 138G
PG1269306  |  CRF 138G  |  JAN 24 2019  |  POLLED PB44

 WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER
Sire: RAINBOWRIVER CIRCUIT 10D
  RAINBOWRIVER BAILEY 40B
 MUIRHEADS RED HEAT 33S
Dam: CROSSROAD WILLABELL 377W
 CROSSROAD TEXAS 225T

CROSSROAD CONDUCTOR 203G
PG1275572  |  CRF 203G  |  FEB 12 2019  |  POLLED PB46

 WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER
Sire: RAINBOWRIVER CIRCUIT 10D
  RAINBOWRIVER BAILEY 40B
  WFL WESTCOTT 24C
Dam: CROSSROAD ENDEAVOR 126E
 LPN STARDUST 694R

CROSSROAD CROSSFIRE 228G
PG1275709  |  CRF 228G  |  MAR 07 2019  |  POLLED PB45

A real good bull here, moderate birth weight, structured well, muscling 
throughout. He looks very stylish with his thick dark red hair coat and as 

you can see good testicle size in this ten month old picture. His ten year 
old “W” dam was another one that went to town this fall, she had earned her 

keep and brought home a calf every year since 2011. We have a good daughter 
retained in the herd that is due to calve any day and sons have been purchased 

by Sam Jessop from Leask, Sk., Dry Creek Simmentals at Loon Lake, Sk., our 
good neighbours just over the hill at Strate Lake Side Farm have a son and so does 

Okranincee Land and Cattle at Glentworth,Sk. Conductor will grow into an impressive 
herd bull, he will sire performance and style into his calves while adding fertility and 

maternal strengths into his daughters. Take him home knowing you bought a good one.
                                                                                        ~ HETERO POLLED ~

All the Ranger progeny have a ton of hair and this guy also has a little 
chrome on his face for you too. Here is a low birth weight, bull born 

unassisted to an excellent uddered Killswitch heifer. She is a real pet, one 
of Gerald’s favourites, always comes over for a scratch. So you won’t have 

to worry about any bad behavior from old Rock Star, if he is standing at the 
gate you will have to push him out of the way to get by. Here is a bull that has all 

the credentials to get the job done, order buyers will love his red thick hairy calves.       
                                                     ~ HETERO POLLED ~

BW: 98 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 838 lbs. 
365 Day adj. Wt: 1409 lbs.

BW:  83 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 772 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1316 lbs.

BW: 88 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 795 lbs. 
365 Day adj. Wt: 1408 lbs.
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 8.6 2.4 61.2 84.6 25.7 4.1 56.3
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.8 4.0 77.4 114.3 21.0 6.0 59.7
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 10.2 1.0 68.7 104.2 21.4 6.4 55.8

Here is the youngest red bull in the catalogue and I would 
say that by sale day you are going to be impressed. His sire, our 
Rainbow River Circuit herdsire had the misfortune of having a tes-
ticle stepped on and his breeding has been limited. Crossfire’s dam is a powerful Westcott heifer that certainly did a good job raising 
her first calf. His Grandam was a fertile cow, she had ten calves all born in January and we have three of her daughters working in the 
herd. Good testicle development and excellent body type, lots of potential in this young fella. He will inject performance, style and 
strong maternal values into the calves he sires.              ~ HETERO POLLED ~
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 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Sire: CROSSROAD RED STETSON 9E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 KOP CROSBY 137W
Dam: PERKS BLACK DOLL 1121Y
 WFL MISS 21F DOLL 20P

47 CROSSROAD BLACK POWER 12G       
BPG1266301  |  CRF 12G  |  JAN 06  2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB

BW: 94 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 801 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1414 lbs.
Black Power is an extremely good bull and may be one of the most impressive black blaze faced bulls we have ever seen, anywhere. 
You can’t help but admire his qualities. He has excellent length on his moderate frame, BUT it’s the BUTT and thickness that takes your 
breath away! He is so very stylish with his overall shape, great hair and is naturally quiet to boot! The sire of Black Power is Crossroad 
Red Stetson who was one of the three impressive Spartacus x IPU Code Red flush mates that we offered in the 2018 sale.  Spartacus 
puts a “butt” into his calves like none other and we knew we wanted to inject those qualities into our red program and collected Red 
Stetson semen for in herd use prior to the sale. On sale day he was a high seller that was purchased by Jean-Francois Leblond from 
Quebec. Black Power’s dam is an impressive black Crosby female who has raised bulls for Goldridge Farming at Turin Alberta, West 
Raley Colony from Cardston, Alberta and an old classmate Delray Creary just north of town. Her last year’s stylish heifer calf is defi-
nitely a future donor prospect. We are certainly pleased to pass these genetics on to you. Black Power will be one of the bulls that 
we will collect semen for in herd use, we definitely have to put some of these genetics back into the herd. Give this one some serious 
consideration, he is one of a kind!                                          ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HETERO BLACK ~  

E        
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 5.2 3.0 71.7 105.9 32.5 5.3 68.4

Sire: CROSSROAD RED STETSON 9E Dam: PERKS BLACK DOLL 1121Y
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 BDV TRUE GRIT 11X
Sire: BBS TRUE JUSTICE B10
 BBS MISS JUSTICE Z7
  CCR COWBOY CUT 5048Z
Dam: CROSSROAD EBONY 16E
 CROSSROAD CORINA 67C

48 CROSSROAD BLACK TRUST 15G
BPG1266307  |  CRF 15G  |  JAN 07 2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB

He was born a little dude, just 82 pounds, an easy birth for his first calf Cowboy Cut dam.  He has done nothing but impress us since 
then. Pictured here Nov. 21st, he is solid black, super quiet, has excellent thickness from front to back, good testicle size and a small 
head which is something we certainly look for if we plan to use him on heifers.  This is the first year we used the USA born True Justice 
genetics and we are expecting more of his calves for 2020.  His Cowboy Cut dam is a sweet thing and is bred back for mid-January to 
our exciting new herdsire TSZ Madoc. Sure can’t wait to see those calves! His grandam is the mother of lot 22  Red Navigator. These 
mom’s really know how to feed a calf. Real consistency here. Have a good look at this one breeders!  Crossroad Farms will be collecting 
semen for in herd use                                                    ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HOMO BLACK ~                                                                                      

 BDV TRUE GRIT 11X
Sire: BBS TRUE JUSTICE B10
 BBS MISS JUSTICE Z7
 WS STEPPING STONE B44
Dam: CROSSROAD EILEEN 3E 
 CROSSROAD 106R

CROSSROAD BLACK RULES 6G
BPG1266288  |  CRF 6G  |  JAN 03 2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB49

BW: 82 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 824 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1422 lbs.

BW: 79 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 793 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1399 lbs.

Another low birth weight True Justice son that 
is super stylish, that chrome on his face certainly 

gives him eye appeal. His first time mom sure did 
an excellent job feeding him, he weaned off at 860 

pounds on Sept. 8th. She is a Stepping Stone x 106R 
transplant, and has bred back for a mid-January calf. She 

has two full sisters working in the herd, these Stepping 
Stone dam’s all have such very nice udders. Black Rules 

is a very good well balanced bull, he carries good muscling 
and is sound in his structure. He would definitely add some 

quality to your next calf crop.
                                     ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HOMO BLACK ~                                                                                      
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 13.9 -0.1 68.5 105.3 32.5 8.6 66.8
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 13.3 1.3 78.9 116.7 29.2 8.7 68.7
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 BDV TRUE GRIT 11X
Sire: BBS TRUE JUSTICE B10
 BBS MISS JUSTICE Z7
 MRL PRETTY RECKLESS 68B
Dam: CROSSROAD ESHANTI 28E
 CROSSROAD 106R

CROSSROAD BLACK JUSTICE 4G
BPG1266285  |  CRF 4G  |  JAN 01 2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB50

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 5.7 2.6 71.7 104.8 26.8 2.4 62.7

 LFE RED MOUNTAINEER 303C
Sire: WFL MR RANGER 58E
 WFL MISS LISA 5110C
 WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C 
Dam: CROSSROAD ELLE BEE 52E
  CROSSROAD ZENZA 3Z

51 CROSSROAD BLACK BLAST 71G
BPG1266460  |  CRF 71G  |  JAN 15 2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB

Here is a solid black, big rugged WFL Ranger son full of power and potential. Muscle carries through from his big butt forward and 
along with an awesome disposition he has a real herd bull presence. If a heifer can raise her first calf this good, just imagine how good 
her future progeny will be. She is bred back for a January American Red calf. These Next Up daughters have the most perfect udders. 
Black Blast has a full sister who also has her first calf in the sale, he is lot 54. The grandam has been a very productive cow for us over 
the years, her good son sells as lot 55. As you can see, this is an excellent cow family to buy into. Here is a bull that has it all, just needs 
some cows and a pasture to call his own.                  ~  HOMO POLLED ~ HETERO BLACK  ~                                                                                         

BW: 92 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 765 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1317 lbs.

BW: 91 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 796 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1433 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.9 3.2 65.4 99.8 24.3 4.9 57.0

We are sure pleased with these True Justice calves, they all 
have good growth and excellent muscle expression and testicle 
development is sure is not an issue either. His dam is a Pretty 

Reckless transplant daughter that is due again in early January. 
His 106R grandam has 39 calves to her credit and you will see her 
strong bloodline throughout our program. Black Justice is solid 
black and structurally correct, he sure seems to be interested in 

the girls across the fence.  He has a pedigree and qualities that 
will compliment any program.   
                  ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HETERO BLACK ~
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 YARDLEY LAD A440
Sire: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
 WHEATLAND LADY 150Y
 SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
Dam: CROSSROAD ANNA-RAE 427A
 CROSSROAD RAE 367Ry

52 CROSSROAD BLACK SLEDGE 136G
BPTRS1269304  |  CRF 136G  |  JAN 23 2019  |  BLACK POLLED 7/8

Here is an exceptional baldie bull full of capacity and performance. He is a Wheatland Next up son out of our donor cow Anna-Rae. We 
knew at a young age that she would be a donor prospect and she has matured into a tank with the most perfect udder. The Next up 
udders are also superior so with this combination of genetics the udder quality on the Black Sledge daughters should be phenomenal. 
He will also add some good growth, easy fleshing and maybe a little chrome on the face, we think you will be pretty happy with the 
calves he sires. We also have four full sisters born in 2019, three we will keep but decided to share one and she sells as lot 84, she is a 
sweetie. Some excellent genetics here in this Black Sledge bull, he is one of those that can really make a difference in your calf crop.
                                       ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HETERO BLACK ~                                            

 YARDLEY LAD A440
Sire: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
 WHEATLAND LADY 150Y
 TESS BLACK RAMPAGE 71W
Dam: CROSSROAD CASHMERE 926C
 CROSSROAD ARROW 720A

CROSSROAD BLACK CASH 229G
BPRS1275712  |  CRF 229G  |  MAR 08 2019  |  BLACK POLLED 7/853

BW: 101 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 802 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1400 lbs.

BW: 103 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 869 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1419 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.1 3.3 64.2 96.0 23.6 4.2 55.7

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 8.6 3.0 70.6 103.9 24.8 5.1 60.1

A March born bull that is the youngest in the sale 
but you can still see his potential with adequate 

thickness showing at this nine month stage of his life. 
He is smooth made and his stylish stature certainly 

does catch your eye when you walk in the pen. We have 
one daughter in the herd from his Rampage dam and an-

other sold last year to Carla & Tyrone Borsa at Waldheim, 
Sask. Here is a good Next Up son that is sure to raise some 

very stylish and very saleable progeny.
                                  ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HOMO BLACK  ~                                                                                            
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 WELSH’S WARSAW 312Z
Sire: HART STATE OF WAR 056C
 HART MISS 102A
 WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C
Dam: CROSSROAD ELLE LIVIA 51E 
 CROSSROAD ZENZA 3Z

CROSSROAD BLACK STATE 38G
BPG1266426  |  CRF 38G  |  JAN 11 2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB54

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 12.3 1.7 81.4 120.8 21.1 8.3 61.8 

 LFE BOUNTY 3118Z
Sire: WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C
 LFE BS MARY 26A
 CROSSROAD BARTENDER 380W
Dam: CROSSROAD ZENZA 3Z
 CROSSROAD U’TWO 788U

55 CROSSROAD BLACK TRACKER 164G
BPG1274144  |  CRF 164G  |  JAN 29 2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB

Black Tracker’s mom is the grandma to lots 51 & 54. So you get to see how the next generation produces too. We have these two daugh-
ters working in the herd another was purchased by Rusylvia/Westgold at the Source sale and a son is working at Riverbend Farms at 
Waldheim. We sure like this big bodied Bounty Hunter son, he is solid black with a big butt full of meat and muscle and has big testicles 
too. He is full of maternal strengths and has an excellent disposition to pass on to offspring. Here is a bull that will have the performance 
you are looking for and more. We are confident he will sire an impressive set of calves.
                                                     ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HOMO BLACK ~                                                                                             

We sure like these State of War calves, low birth 
weights, born unassisted, make’s calving these heifers 

pretty easy for both her and us. This young mama is a 
daughter to lot 55’s dam and a full sibling to lot 51’s dam. 

As I said before, this is a tremendous cow family to buy 
into. Black State is a solid black, super quiet, calving ease 

bull. He is full of maternal strengths that will put some grow 
into the calves he sires and his daughters will be your best. 

As you assess your bull needs, consider Black Blast, he would 
certainly have a place in a good herd’s bull battery.

                           ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HOMO BLACK ~                                                                                             

BW: 85 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 768 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1389 lbs.

BW: 102 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 871 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1593 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.7 4.3 82.9 134.7 23.6 5.6 65.1
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 LFE BOUNTY 3118Z
Sire: WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C
 LFE BS MARY 26A
 REMINGTON GENERALLEE 106T
Dam: CROSSROAD YA’ZINNIA 493Y
 CROSSROAD TIFFANY 179T

56 CROSSROAD BLACK SNIPER 121G
BPG1268682  |  CRF 121G  |  JAN 21 2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB

Another excellent solid black Bounty Hunter son that has a super hair coat, lots of middle, spring of rib, is big butted, structurally 
correct and has a good disposition. He weaned off at 900 pounds, this is his hard working dam’s eighth January born calf. We have 
one of her daughter’s working in the herd. Black Sniper’s dam has raised progeny for Proulx Bros. from Shell Lake, Greenpark 
Farms at Glaslyn, Shaun Stadnyk at Bruno, Ed & Brenda Beaulac from Mildred and Barry Kalinski from Lacorey, Alberta. Here is a 
real strong genetic package with great performance you can count on.            ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HETERO BLACK ~                                                                                              

 TSZ COLUMBO 923C \ HP-HOP
Sire: TSZ HOT SPOT 263E 
 HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
 TNGL GRAND FORTUNE Z467
Dam: CROSSROAD ESME 60E
 CROSSROAD COCO 924C

CROSSROAD BLACK BLAZER 126G
BPG1268691  |  CRF 126G  |  JAN 22 2019  | BLACK POLLED PB57

BW: 98 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 813 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1419 lbs.

BW: 91 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 837 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1373 lbs.

Here is an awesome baldy bull out of a first calving Grand 
Fortune daughter going back to the 106R cow family. This 

is our first calves to sell out of our new junior herdsire TSZ 
Hot Spot. We used him in the heifer pen with good success. 

We have another son selling as lot 77 and two sweet Hot Spot 
daughters that sell as lots 82 & 88. Here is Black Blazer, born 

at 91 pounds and has plenty of growth, he is super stylish and 
has a good disposition. Make sure to check him out on sale day.

                                                 ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HETERO BLACK  ~                                                                                             

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 13.6 0.9 66.1 94.7 26.8 8.6 59.9

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.8 3.5 70.7 111.3 20.5 3.9 55.9
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SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A BAR KR ON POINT 25D

STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT RWR STEIGER 2DANCHOR D OUTLOOK 255D

FULLBLOOD
&

FULL FLECK
REFERENCE SIRES

 VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
Sire: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
 BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S
 MF MR. EVAN 14P
Dam: CROSSROAD X-ATSY 264X
 CROSSROAD PATSY 275P

58 CROSSROAD SANGRIA 40G  
1266428  |  CRF 40G  |  JAN 11 2019  |  HORNED FF

BW: 103 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 825 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1492 lbs.
Spartacus has definitely left his mark, siring several high priced bulls to both breeders and good commercial cattlemen. He is the best 
Full Fleck bull we have ever used, his calves are early maturing with natural thickness that only the Spartacus genetics can offer. Here 
is Sangria, a very good bull shown here at ten and a half months, full of performance, big hip, wide topped, excellent testicle size, good 
colour, hair, one goggle, he has a lot going for him. His ten year old dam is here because she produces and she is bred back to Spartacus 
again for an early January calf. Her progeny have been purchased by Double G Farms, Cattle Creek Crossing, Leewood Ranch and a full 
sibling was purchased by Groupe BBBG in Quebec. We also have two excellent daughters working in the herd. Drop by anytime and 
we will show you the consistency and power this sire group has and if you are serious about the cattle business and are looking for a 
bull that has it all, we think Sangria could be at the top of your list!            ~DILUTER FREE~

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.1 4.3 75.2 110.7 33.0 6.8 70.6
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 VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
Sire: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
 BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S
 CHAMPS ROMANO
Dam: CROSSROAD ZANNIQUE 48Z
 MFI LOLITA 6074

59 CROSSROAD STAND OUT 147G
1269316  |  CRF 147G  |  JAN 25 2019  |  HORNED FF

Here is another excellent Spartacus son that we have also been admiring all summer. He is very quiet natured, full of thickness 
from front to back and is showing that extra muscling in the rump at this early age. He is a moderate framed bull with a thick 
hair coat, one goggle and good testicle size. His dam raised a high selling full brother that sold at the 2018 sale for $27,500 to 
Ferme Des Quatre-Temps in Quebec. Pernitsky Farms, Allan Tkatchyk and Kulyk Simmentals have also purchased progeny 
from her. She is bred back to Spartacus and I am sure hoping for a heifer. Stand Out is very good, well rounded individual and 
will be popular on sale day, give this one serious consideration, he will be worth it.                   ~DILUTER FREE~

 VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
Sire: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
 BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S
  CORNERSTONE 7187
Dam: CROSSROAD YALIDA 524Y
 LPN MS METRO 559P

CROSSROAD SUREFOOT 142G
1269310  |  CRF 142G  |  JAN 25 2019  |  HORNED FB60

BW: 89 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 751 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1287 lbs.

BW: 84 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 752 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1350 lbs.

You would never know he was born an 84 pound 
twin, he is another typical Spartacus son, extremely 

thick, full of meat and muscle. Quiet natured, big nut-
ted, good footed and a good hair coat, Surefoot has all 

the qualities most are looking for when choosing their 
next herdsire. His dam’s calves have all been born in January 

so fertility is certainly not an issue. We have one productive 
daughter in the herd, her bull calf is lot 41, so be sure to check 

him out.  Surefoot’s dam has raised bulls for Peaceview Colony, Hannah Simmentals, Bristow Ranching, John Blomquist and 
our neighbours over the hill at Strate Lake Side Farm. Here is a quality bull that will sire an impressive set of calves, take him 
home knowing you purchased a good one.                     ~DILUTER FREE~

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.8 3.7 76.4 110.5 32.5 7.6 70.7

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 8.5 2.6 67.2 94.4 33.8 7.1 67.4
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 VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
Sire: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
 BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S
 MFI CORNERSTONE 7187
Dam: CROSSROAD YAMARNIE 525Y
 MISS ARNOLD K5907

CROSSROAD SUCCESSOR 154G
1274134  |  CRF 154G  |  JAN 27 2019  |  HORNED FF61

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 5.5 4.2 73.4 105.9 34.2 6.3 70.9

 BAR KR MR MALTESE 68A
Sire:  BAR KR ON POINT 25D
 BAR KR MS ROMANO 64B
 PORTER’S RESERVE 20R
Dam:  CROSSROAD ZEELA 146Z
 CROSSROAD U’MEELA 755U

62 CROSSROAD NETWORK 166G
1274146  |  CRF 166G  |  JAN 30 2019  |  HORNED FB 

We purchased the On Point herdsire as a two year old so this is our first set of calves and we are very pleased with them. Network is 
a super stylish, deep bodied On Point son with great hair and eye appealing colour. He has good thickness throughout from the high 
fleckvieh influence on both sides of his pedigree. His dam is bred back to On Point for an early January calf, she is an excellent ud-
dered female and has always calved in January. We have one daughter working in the herd, two sons were purchased by South Peace 
Colony at Dawson Creek,B.C. and another son went to O’Hare Ranching at Kitscoty, Alberta. There is a ton of maternal strengths and 
fertility in this bloodline, his daughters will be real producers. Network has a good disposition and will have a stunning profile when 
he matures. This is a really good bull for you to assess on sale day.           ~ DILUTER FREE ~

Born an 80 pound twin you would wonder how 
he could grow to look like this! In the cattle busi-

ness length = pounds = $ and here is a super long 
bodied bull that has all those early maturing Sparta-

cus qualities. Pictured here at only 10 months you can 
see the thickness and rear quarter development. He is 

going to be one heck of a bull come sale day. His dam is 
an exceptionally good uddered nine year old Cornerstone 

female. We have three of her daughters working in the herd and two 
of them are full siblings to Successor. Her sons have been purchased by Darren Hannis and Belle 

Plaine Colony. Superior maternal strengths in this future herdsire, if you are herd building here is a bull that will leave you with 
foundation females and long spined thick steers that will top the market. Successor would be an excellent choice for your next herdsire.
                                                                    ~ DILUTER FREE ~

BW: 80 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 781 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1426 lbs.

BW: 96 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 762 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1344 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 3.9 4.1 56.6 82.6 31.5 -1.4 59.8
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 BAR KR MR MALTESE 68A
Sire:  BAR KR ON POINT 25D
 BAR KR MS ROMANO 64B
 CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
Dam: CROSSROAD YALANA 491Y
 CROSSROAD WRIGLEY 33W

63 CROSSROAD NORTHRIDGE 212G
1275618  |  CRF 212G  |  FEB 18 2019  |  HORNED FB 

Here is an extremely good, mid-February born On Point son pictured Nov.25th, just a few days over nine months of age. Northridge 
is from a very strong producing Radium dam and she is bred back the same way for an early January calf. Her progeny have been 
purchased by Section 17 Livestock, Royal View Farm, Dry Creek Simmentals, John Bloomquist, Circle K Cattle and at last year’s bull sale 
an excellent son was selected by New Pine Colony Ranching from Boyle, Alberta.  Northridge is super stylish with great colour and 
just so you know, he does have a small bit of white on his shoulder. He has good thickness with lots of middle, a good temperament 
and big testicles.  This early maturing bull will sire calves with heavy weaning weights and leave desirable replacement females full of 
production and longevity. Have a good look at this one on sale day, he has a lot going for him.
                         ~ DILUTER FREE ~

 BAR KR MR MALTESE 68A
Sire:  BAR KR ON POINT 25D
 BAR KR MS ROMANO 64B
 SBV IMPERIAL 204W
Dam: SBV FLORE 419Y
 IPU MS LAREDO 143T

CROSSROAD NORTHERN STYLE 223G
1275703  |  CRF 223G  |  FEB 24 2019  |  HORNED FB 64

BW: 102 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 861 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1451 lbs.

BW: 104 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 805 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1343 lbs.

 Pictured young and still showing adequate thick-
ness throughout. As you can see there is some 

white up the back legs, it may affect the price you 
pay but certainly not the quality calves he will raise. 

His sire is a stunning, liver red bull purchased from 
Aumack Simmentals and his good uddered dam was 

purchased from Mark Land and Cattle. She has been 
an excellent producer for us, we have three daughters 

working in the herd. Her progeny have been purchased by Y Coulee 
Land and Cattle, Maxwell Simmentals and her last year’s good bull was chosen by Jared 

Lowen from Osler, Sask. This cow family always raises the best so don’t let this one sneak through the ring without 
putting your hand up, we are confident he will sire an impressive set of calves.
                                                                                ~ DILUTER FREE ~

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 3.6 5.5 68.4 105.1 35.1 4.6 69.3

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.4 4.6 64.1 91.4 36.7 4.2 68.8
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 ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
Sire: STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
 PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Dam: CROSSROAD CYBELLE 102C
 MFI HELGA 9001

65 CROSSROAD BOMBAY 134G
P1269302  |  CRF 134G  |  JAN 23 2019  |  POLLED FF

Starwest Pol Blueprint has sired both excellent sons and daughters for us. A large cross-section of progressive breeders have utilized 
him and there are many success stories of the progeny he has sired. We were fortunate to purchase the walking rights and are pleased 
to offer these Blueprint sons to you. Here is Bombay, a bull with a ton of shape and big time natural muscling from his Spartacus dam. 
He is a good structured bull, with good testicle size.  A full brother sold to Stolson farms from Hodgeville for $14,000 at last year’s sale. 
We seen him this past fall and he looks awesome.   Bombay’s dam is bred back for a mid-January calf, so good fertility in this bloodline 
too. We think Bombay will sire some exceptional progeny, his daughters will make great mothers and raise your best ever!
                                                 ~ HETERO POLLED ~ DILUTER FREE ~   

 ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
Sire: STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
 PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
 BAR 5 SA HEMISPHERE 411R
Dam: CROSSROAD WANTED 14W
 CROSSROAD TREASURE 605T

CROSSROAD BANNER 117G
PT1268550  |  CRF 117G  |  JAN 20 2019  |  POLLED FF66

BW: 104 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 831 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1460 lbs.

BW: 100 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 793 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1422 lbs.

Lot 66 & 67 are full fleck transplant brothers, we also 
have two fancy full sisters retained in the replacement 

pen. They are all sired by the polled Blueprint. The dam 
of these brothers is an awesome uddered hemisphere 

daughter, we culled her last year at age ten and her ud-
der was still so good, but the hip not so good. She raised a 

$25,000 high seller for us going to Hairy Hill Cattle Co. and 
they also bought a daughter at one of the earlier Source sales. 

Another son was purchased by Sheldon Doerkson at Carrot River, Sk., and 
we have three daughters working in the herd, one is the dam of lot 20, Red Classic so be sure to 

check him out. Banner is a real power bull, big soggy and thick, lots of testicle too. We think he will be a good breeding bull; 
his evening bellering session is to let everybody know that he is a big boy and is ready for some cows. This is a very good bull and he 
will sire excellent thick sons and super producing replacement females.                                                                         ~ DILUTER FREE ~  

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 11.8 3.8 71.1 107.7 35.1 6.0 70.7

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 9.6 3.8 76.6 115.2 31.0 6.8 69.3
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 ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
Sire: STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
 PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
 BAR 5 SA HEMISPHERE 411R
Dam: CROSSROAD WANTED 14W
 CROSSROAD TREASURE 605T

 ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
Sire: STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
 PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
 BAR 5 SA HEMISPHERE 411R
Dam: CROSSROAD WANTED 14W
 CROSSROAD TREASURE 605T

CROSSROAD BODACIOUS 141G
PT1269309  |  CRF 141G  |  JAN 24 2019  |  POLLED FF67

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 12.4 4.9 78.5 118.9 34.0 6.3 73.3

 ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
Sire: STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
 PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
 CROSSROAD CHARGER 131X
Dam: CROSSROAD ALEXIS 325A
 CROSSROAD WATERLOO 975W

68 CROSSROAD BASES LOADED 211G
P1275617  |  CRF 211G  |  FEB 18 2019  |  POLLED FB

Another excellent Blueprint sired son, super thick full of meat and muscle. He is very stylish with his dark cherry red hair coat 
and he has good testicle size too.  Crossroad Charger is the sire of his dam, he was a high seller at one of our earlier sales and 
was purchased by Semex. Wish we had utilized these genetics more because this mom really knows how to feed a calf. Her days 
for being a recip cow are over and she is bred back to Outlook for an early January calf, and I am sure hoping for a daughter. 
His bases are loaded, he has all the makings of a great herdsire, this bull will sire some tremendous calves. 
         ~ DILUTER FREE ~   

A transplant brother to the above lot and an-
other Blueprint son with good thickness, structure 

and great colour on this guy too. We are calving out 
our first set of Blueprint daughters this year and also 

have a very nice group in the replacement pen, they 
will become one of the bloodline bases as we build our 

polled division. On sale day you will see the consistencies 
these brothers have and we are pleased to offer you these 

choices knowing that they will both sire excellent calf crops.   
  ~ DILUTER ~                                                                 

BW: 104 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 770 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1336 lbs.

BW: 98 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 805 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1442 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 8.3 4.0 68.3 102.9 34.4 3.2 68.6
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 VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C
Sire: ANCHOR D OUTLOOK
 ANCHOR D KAEL 255C
 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Dam: CROSSROAD ELICIA 8E
 BROCK UMBRA

69 CROSSROAD OVERDRIVE 186G
1275554  |  CRF 186G  |  FEB 06 2019  |  HORNED FF

We purchased the Anchor D Outlook bull together with Scott Bohrson and because he was at stud we had him for a limited time dur-
ing breeding season, but we sure like the calves we did get. His calves come easy so he works well in the heifer pen, we are expecting 
a larger group to be born in 2020. Here is Overdrive, a moderate framed, dark cherry red, goggle eyed, full fleck Outlook son with a 
stunning profile. He was born unassisted at 88 pounds to a transplant Spartacus x Umbra heifer, and we liked her calf so much we bred 
back the same way again. We really like this bull, he is wide topped and carries thickness throughout, is very stylish and has a real bull 
presence about him. We think he has a lot of potential and hope you do too.               ~ DILUTER FREE ~    

 JNR’S SALTON
Sire: RWR STEIGER 2D
 RWR ELECTRA 63B
 SIBELLE BOLERO 10A
Dam: CROSSROAD DAY DREAM 158D
 CROSSROAD ZAYLA 117Z

CROSSROAD TEAMSTER 171G
1275534  |  CRF 171G  |  JAN 31 2019  |  HORNED FB70

BW: 88 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 810 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1362 lbs.

BW: 97 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 804 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1410 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 4.9 4.5 76.2 105.3 27.9 -2.3 66.0

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 11.6 1.5 63.4 92.4 37.0 9.7 68.7

We are pleased to bring you the second set of calves from our $49,000 RWR Steiger purchased from Red Willow Ranch at Cutknife, 
Sk. He was originally purchased for the heifer pen but works well anywhere. He has a stunning profile as do all his sons and daughters. 
Here is Teamster, mothered by a super uddered Bolero daughter that has added extra muscling and thickness to this good haired, 
dark coloured bull. Good disposition and performance from this future herdsire and a good bull to have on your team, you will have 
no regrets with “The Teamster” working in your pastures.                                        ~ DILUTER FREE ~    
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 JNR’S SALTON
Sire: RWR STEIGER 2D
 RWR ELECTRA 63B
 SIBELLE BOLERO 10A
Dam: CROSSROAD DAY DREAM 158D
 CROSSROAD ZAYLA 117Z

 JNR’S SALTON
Sire: RWR STEIGER 2D
 RWR ELECTRA 63B
 ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
Dam: CROSSROAD X-AMMIE 168X
 LPN SAMMI 625R

CROSSROAD TROUBADOUR 101G
1268132  |  CRF 101G  |  JAN 19 2019  |  HORNED FB71

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.6 4.3 76.6 111.1 37.1 3.9 75.4

 JNR’S SALTON
Sire: RWR STEIGER 2D
 RWR ELECTRA 63B
 CROSSROAD SUBARU 73C
Dam:  CROSSROAD EVIVA 170E
  CROSSROAD AREEVA 763A

72 CROSSROAD TOUCHSTONE 100G
1268130  |  CRF 100G  |  JAN 19 2019  |  HORNED FB

Oh my, they don’t come much darker than this. Colour and style to burn on this Steiger son. And if you are looking for long bodied, big 
butt with muscling throughout, he’s got that too. Born to a fancy Subaru sired heifer that is full of strong maternal traits on both sides 
of her pedigree. She is bred back for a mid-January calf and looked great even after feeding this pretty boy to 835 pounds on weaning 
day. Here is a bull that covers all the bases, he is sure to get your attention on sale day.
                                                               ~ DILUTER FREE ~   

Born an 82 pound twin to one of our good old 
matriarch’s, who was sired by Anchor T Rusty, 

and they always produce the best. She was a very 
dependable and fertile cow that always calved in 

January. She has three daughters working in the herd 
and sons were purchased by Marcel & Eunice Proulx 

that just live north of Shell Lake, Moore Ranch from 
Loon Lake, Sk., and Bear Canyon Colony at Cherry Point, 

Alberta. Troubadour has the typical Steiger style, colouring, hair, 
and big testicles on this fella too. Lots of potential in this future herdsire, his daughters will 

make great mothers and raise nothing but quality year after year.               ~ DILUTER FREE ~    

BW: 82 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 776 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1320 lbs.

BW: 93 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 817 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1383 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 5.1 4.1 70.6 96.8 29.9 2.8 65.2
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 JNR’S SALTON
Sire: RWR STEIGER 2D
 RWR ELECTRA 63B
 MFI CORNERSTONE 7187
Dam: CROSSROAD X-SASHA 287X
 CROSSROAD SASHA 533S

CROSSROAD TRACTION 55G
1266443  |  CRF 55G  |  JAN 13 2019  |  HORNED FB 73

 CROSSROAD SUBARU 73C
Sire: CROSSROAD GUSTO 96E
 CROSSROAD YAKARNIE 524Y
 SIBELLE BOLERO 10A
Dam: CROSSROAD CHERRY 133C
 CROSSROAD SUNDAE 505S

CROSSROAD GRAND PRIX 79G
1266468  |  CRF 79G  |  JAN 16 2019  |  HORNED FB75

 CROSSROAD SUBARU 73C
Sire: CROSSROAD GUSTO 96E
 CROSSROAD YAKARNIE 524Y
 ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
Dam: CROSSROAD BLANCA 615B
 CROSSROAD WAKITA 957W

CROSSROAD GLACIER 218G
1275691  |  CRF 218G  |  FEB 21 2019  |  HORNED FB74

Born a 75 pound twin and he must have been doing a little drinking 
in his younger days to get to where he is now. It takes a good cow 

to grow a good calf, and his dam’s side has certainly proven that over 
the years. His young Bolero dam has an excellent daughter that is due 

to calve any day and this bull’s grandam was our old Sundae cow that 
brought home a good calf every year. Tremendous cow family here.  We 

co-own this bull’s sire with Ed and Brenda Beaulac from down the road and 
he is leaving us some excellent progeny. Great colour on this Grand Prix bull, 

good temperament too. Put him to work in your pastures, you will be pleased 
with the results.                        ~ DILUTER FREE ~    

It is early January and we have just calved out a few of these Steiger 
sired heifers and their tight little udders are near perfect. Traction’s 

dam is a strong Cornerstone daughter, we have several and they really 
have been one of the cornerstones of our program over the last years. 

She has always calved early and is due again in mid-January. We have 
three of her daughters working in the herd and her progeny have been 

purchased by KSL Simmentals at Beaver Lodge, Alberta, Southridge Stock 
Farm at Vermilion, Alberta, and to Laurie’s guitar pickin’ cousins Marty and 

Julie Lay at Loon Lake, Sk. As you can see Traction has some white feathering on his legs and I 
don’t think that is a snowball on his topline either. This certainly won’t affect the thick calves he will raise or the highly maternal 

replacements that will go on to be some of your top producers. Don’t let this one sneak by, he is a good one.              ~ DILUTER FREE ~   

BW: 105 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 810 lbs.     365 Day adj. Wt: 1428 lbs.

BW:  89 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 724 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1298 lbs.

BW: 75 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 785 lbs.    365 Day adj. Wt: 1305 lbs.

An end of February born big butted, big nutted, long bodied 
full of meat bull is what his good picture shows you now, but 
this young fella will grow into a lot more bull by sale day. Sired 
by a bull we raised who is a son of the $37,000 Crossroad Subaru 
who was our high seller a few years back. His dam is sired by the 
cow maker, Anchor T Rusty. She has placed progeny into the good 
herds of James Kohut, Garth Bradley and Bonchuk Farms in Manitoba. Good thick hair coat on this young bull and 
very good disposition too. Here is one that will sire you some long, thick and hairy, heavy weight money making 
calves.                   ~ DILUTER FREE ~   

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 9.6 2.3 62.4 84.6 2.5 5.9 60.7

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 3.9 5.9 71.5 105.2 33.2 4.7 69.0

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 2.8 6.0 71.0 100.0 32.8 4.0 68.3
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 BAR 5 P SA EXPERT 826M
Sire: BAR 5 P SA EVOLUTION 418S
 BAR 5 SA LADY SISKA 409M
 MF MR. EVAN 14P
Dam:  CROSSROAD X-NIKKI 225X
 CROSSROAD NICOLE 239N

76 CROSSROAD EXPLORER 140G
1269308  |  CRF 140G  |  JAN 24 2019  |  HORNED FF

If you are looking for a polled bull out of two black parents, here is an absolute tank! He is super stout, super deep with a great hair 
coat and big testicles. He is sired by our heifer bull TSZ Hot Spot and weighed in at 90 pounds at birth and weaned off at 875 in early 
September. His powerful dam has a pedigree full of maternal traits that is hard to fault. She is bred back for a January calf to one of 
our new herdsire’s R Plus Rattler for what we think will be a guaranteed good calf. Hot Shot is a very good bull are the comments we 
hear from visitors touring the bull pen. He will sire some good, soggy thick steers and replacements you will not want to part with.                       
        ~ HETERO POLLED ~ DILUTER FREE ~

 TSZ COLUMBO 923C 
Sire: TSZ HOT SPOT 263E 
 TSZ RUBY 511Y
 CROSSROAD BLACK BOLT263A
Dam:  CROSSROAD DELIGHT 29D
 CROSSROAD ABSOLUTE 386A

CROSSROAD HOT SHOT 124G
PG1268685  |  CRF 124G  |  JAN 22 2019  |  POLLED PB77

BW: 100 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 711 lbs.    
365 Day adj. Wt: 1247 lbs.

BW: 90 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 826 lbs.   365 Day adj. Wt: 1471 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 11.8 2.5 78.7 115.7 23.8 8.6 63.2

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 3.4 5.2 65.6 88.6 29.5 3.4 62.3

E        
P
D

We were hoping for a heifer when we bred this bull’s dam 
to Polled Evolution, knowing she was looking old and this 

would be her last calf. She has raised us so many good females 
over the years we should have never sold any. She raised a 

good son purchased by Lee Crawford from Irma, Alberta. Ferme 
Gagnon in Quebec purchased a daughter as the high seller at the 

Source sale a few years ago and DGR Cattle Co. from Lacombe, 
Alberta also purchased her high selling daughter at last year’s bull 

sale. We found another really good daughter dead in the pasture 
this past summer but she left us with a good heifer calf to work 

with for the future. So that leaves us three super daughters working in the herd and we are happy that we can continue building this 
cow family. We think you will like this full fleck Explorer bull on sale day, he has some style with his good colour and balance, adequate 
thickness and as you can see good testicle size. He is full of maternal strengths and has a polled gene from his sire if you are thinking 
of moving your program in that direction. Here is a real interesting package for you to consider on sale day.
                  ~ DILUTER FREE ~    
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 VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
Sire: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
 BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S
 IPU CODE RED 53Y
Dam: IPU MS. CODE RED 249A
 SBSF MS WARRIOR 53U

78 CROSSROAD GENELLI 91G
PTG1268115  |  CRF 91G  |  JAN 17 2019  |  POLLED PB

~ FEATURE HEIFER~ She is an embryo transplant out of IPU Code Red x Spartacus and the first daughter to ever sell. The success of 
this combination of genetics over the past few years is through the roof! I have not added up the dollar value but it is high and climbing. 
Code Red’s natural calf is lot 1 and there are also several other lots of Spartacus bulls and full brothers to this heifer for you to assess. 
As you read throughout the catalogue you will see how both Code Red and Spartacus have influenced our program. Spartacus has a 
long list of accomplishments, his forty nine sons that were auctioned off have averaged $13,640, and we have many Spartacus sired 
daughters working in the herd that are among our strongest. We have ten full siblings to Genelli retained in the herd, two of them 
are dams of lots 2 and 3 and another is the dam to lot 81. These lots are all sired by American Red, so if we give you a straw with the 
purchase of this heifer you will be able to judge what your end product will look like. Sweet deal is what the “Master”(Gerald) says. He 
has been pretty quiet up till now, I wonder if it’s because I’ve had him tied to a kitchen chair helping write footnotes?? Genelli is a true 
foundation female, we are pleased to offer her to you knowing she is one that you can build a herd on.

 VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
Sire: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
 BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S
 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Dam: CROSSROAD DACEY 402D
 CROSSROAD 106R

CROSSROAD G.I. JOJO 188G
PG1275556  |  CRF 188G  |  FEB 07 2019  |  POLLED PB79

BW: 94 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 627 lbs.

BW: 90 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 673 lbs.    
Grandma has little helpers when it comes to naming these calves, 

this sweet heifer is our G.I. JoJo. She is sired by Spartacus and her 
dam is a deep bodied Vegas x 106R transplant daughter. So a heck 

of a pedigree but not the greatest picture, the old guy (Gerald) was 
played out, said he couldn’t walk anymore, so we will blame him! Here 

is a stylish red blaze faced female that will carry that typical Spartacus 
thickness to the next generations. She will be a strong producer, you will 

definitely be happy with your purchase!

E        
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.3 3.5 75.4 109.6 28.6 6.4 66.3

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 5.8 3.4 71.4 105.7 36.4 6.0 72.1

OPEN REPLACEMENT HEIFERS
For the last few years we have not sold any females other than through our bull sale. Our goal is to keep our herd strong in order 
to produce the very best bulls possible. This year we have chosen 11 solid open replacement females allowing you to expand your 
herd with some new and interesting genetics, just in time for breeding season. We have tried to select something for everyone 
and offer a good representation of our herd. They are extremely strong females, some are full siblings to our best cows and have 
full brothers in the sale allowing you to see the strength and potential of their genetics. We are proud that some of the females 
we have sold at previous sales have gone on to produce high selling progeny for their new owners. The heifers are available for 
viewing anytime, we always look forward to your visits.
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 VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
Sire: SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
 BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S
 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Dam: CROSSROAD DACEY 402D
 CROSSROAD 106R

 LFE VEGAS 3145A
Sire: CROSSROAD VOLTAGE 414D 
 CROSSROAD YOKO 491Y
 RDD MR 51W
Dam: CROSSROAD ARLESE 426A
 CROSSROAD TARTLET 616T

CROSSROAD GITA 181G
PG1275549  |  CRF 181G  |  FEB 05 2019  |  POLLED PB80

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 11.1 1.0 68.0 94.7 28.7 8.9 62.7

 CDI ABUNDANCE 391C
Sire: LCDR AMERICAN RED 99E 
 HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33
 SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
Dam: CROSSROAD EXCLUSIVE 175E
 IPU MS. CODE RED 249A

81 CROSSROAD GRACIOUS 173G
PG1275540  |  CRF 173G  |  JAN 31 2019  |  POLLED PB

~ FEATURE HEIFER ~ Here is another very special heifer that we are pleased to offer, she is a granddaughter of Code Red and the first 
American Red daughter to ever sell. Her dam is a full sister to lot 78 and they are also full siblings to Red Stetson and we are certainly 
proud of the sons he has sired for us.  Cow families can be complicated as they weave their genetics  through a herd and you may have 
to read the entire catalogue to connect all the dots on the quality this bloodline has been producing for us.  This good Gracious heifer 
is a real sweetie, wonderful disposition, beautiful hair coat, colour and all the other qualities needed to make a future donor prospect. 
If you want to set yourself up with an extremely good female, one you can build a cow family with, one that has been proven many 
times over, it’s not a hard decision, stop here.                             ~ HOMO POLLED ~

This is an equal opportunity sale as we try to offer you 
the same good selection of heifers as we do with bulls. We 

have nine Voltage sons in the sale so of course we had to 
pluck a Voltage heifer from the keeper pen for you. Here is 

Gita, a low birth weight, moderate framed, deep bodied heifer 
with a whack of hair and a really good disposition. Her dam is a 

very nice uddered cow, she has produced progeny for Jason Breault 
from Moose Jaw, Sk. and for Cousin Sheila and Rick at Moore Ranch 

from Loon Lake. Here is a heifer that has everything it takes to be a 
productive, money making female.

BW: 78 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 703 lbs.  

BW: 90 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 724 lbs.

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 6.6 3.6 73.7 113.7 29.8 6.6 66.7
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 TSZ COLUMBO 923C
Sire: TSZ HOT SPOT 263E 
 TSZ RUBY 511Y
 MRC SUPREMACY 260B
Dam:  SFM BS 149D
 SFM STUBBY 49A

CROSSROAD GATEWAY 221G
BPG1275698  |  CRF 221G  |  FEB 23 2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB82

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.8 4.0 73.9 107.9 20.5 2.9 57.5

 LFE STRAIT UP 454W
Sire: WFL ABSOLUTE 51Y
  WFL MS BLACK FLASH 8068U
 MRL PRETTY RECKLESS 68B
Dam: CROSSROAD ECHO 101E
 CROSSROAD ANITA 734A

83 CROSSROAD GERALYN 66G
BPG1266455  |  CRF 66G  |  JAN 14 2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB

The AI sire of this solid black heifer is WFL Absolute. He has been widely used and has produced many good sons and daughters over 
the years. Geralyn was born at 93 pounds to a Pretty Reckless heifer that certainly did a good job raising her long stretchy daughter. 
She is bred back to Bounty Hunter for a mid-January calf. Geralyn has a great hair coat and is super stylish. She is going to make one 
heck of a brood cow and kick out some powerful offspring. We are confident she will be a high end producer for her new owners.
                                           ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HOMO BLACK ~                                                                                        

You are going to like this one, a real fancy black blaze 
heifer that is moderate framed and super quiet. This is 

our first set of Hot Spot calves and we are very happy with 
them. Hot Spot comes from extremely good uddered cow 

families that really impressed us when we toured the herd. 
He was purchased mainly for the heifer pen but we gave him 

a sample of second calvers and cows too. Gateway’s Supremacy 
dam raised a good bull that was purchased by West Raley Colony 

at Cardston, Alberta. She is bred back to Hot Spot and we sure hope we 
get a heifer and this time she won’t leave home. She will make  a very nice 

addition to any herd. 
                                                  ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HETERO BLACK  ~                                                                             

BW: 94 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 669 lbs.    

BW: 93 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 651 lbs. 

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 2.0 3.2 74.4 107.1 14.5 -4.0 51.7
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 YARDLEY LAD A440
Sire: WHEATLAND NEXT UP 595C 
 WHEATLAND LADY 150Y
 SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
Dam:  CROSSROAD ANNA-RAE 427A 
 CROSSROAD RAE 367R

84 CROSSROAD GEORGIA-RAY 210G
BPG1275616  |  CRF 210G  |  FEB 16 2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB

~ FEATURE HEIFER~ We flushed this awesome heifer’s dam to the $40,000 Wheatland Next Up and then bred her back the same 
way. Georgia-Ray is her natural calf and she is super quiet and a real sweetheart. She is a very correct, super stylish, very complete 
heifer with great hair. We have three exceptional full sisters in the herd and their flushmate brother sells as lot 52. Her solid black 
donor dam is a tank with a picture perfect udder. Our Next Up daughters also have such good udder quality and are certainly one of 
the bloodlines we will build on as we move our black program forward. We are very pleased to offer you one of our best, we think she 
has a ton of potential and have no doubt that she will be an outstanding producer.
                                            ~  HOMO POLLED ~ HETERO BLACK ~                                                                                       

 LFE BOUNTY 3118Z
Sire: WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C
 LFE BS MARY 26A
 WHEATLAND BULL 680S
Dam: SFM 74X
 ASP BLACK BEAUTY 4T

CROSSROAD GUMDROP 156G
BPG1274136  |  CRF 156G  |  JAN 27 2019  |  BLACK POLLED PB85

BW: 99 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 655 lbs.

BW: 90 lbs.    205 Day adj. Wt: 671 lbs.    
Bounty Hunter has sired many quality calves and our 

Gumdrop is definitely one of them. She is a deep bodied, 
solid black, naturally quiet heifer that we think will make 

an exceptional cow. Her 680s dam was purchased at the 
Stoughton dispersal where she had produced several good 

calves for them. Also an excellent daughter was selected from 
our herd by the good folks at Rafter 4T Simmentals from Hairy 

Hill, Alberta. Lots of breeding options with Gumdrop, here is a 
female with a real promising future. 

                                                ~ HOMO POLLED ~ HOMO BLACK ~                                                                                              
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 4.8 3.5 71.5 116.3 23.8 1.5 59.6

E        
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E        
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 7.7 3.8 69.2 101.9 22.5 4.2 57.1
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BW: 85 lbs.    
205 Day adj. Wt: 654 lbs. 

 BAR KR MR MALTESE 68A
Sire: BAR KR ON POINT 25D
 BAR KR MS ROMANO 64B

CROSSROAD GIGI 98G
1268122  |  CRF 98G  |  JAN 19 2019  |  HORNED FB86

The sire of this heifer is Bar KR On Point, he is thick, super dark red and has such a stunning profile. 
This is his first set of calves and we have three powerful sons on offer this year and in our attempt to 

bring you a good selection of the sires we have used, we pulled a daughter from the keeper pen too. 
Gigi is a double goggled, great haired heifer that was mothered by a good producing Champs Bravo dam. 
Y Coulee Land and Cattle purchased a daughter a few years ago and we have another good daughter 

in the herd that is going to calve any day, and so is her mother and also the grandmother. Some good 
fertility and very good maternal strength’s in this cow family. We are confident Gigi will mature into a 

very productive female.                               ~ DILUTER FREE ~    

BW: 76 lbs.    
205 Day adj. Wt: 737 lbs. 

 TSZ COLUMBO 923C
Sire: TSZ HOT SPOT 263E 
 TSZ RUBY 511Y

CROSSROAD GODIVA 7G
PG1266289  |  CRF 7G  |  JAN 03 2019  |  POLLED PB88

Definite eye appeal here with her good hair coat, colour, body type and overall balance. Her beautiful 
uddered Stepping Stone transplant dam also has a stunning profile and has done an excellent job raising 

her first calf. Godiva’s grandam is the 106R donor cow that has 38 registered calves to her credit and we 
have several of her daughters and granddaughters working in the herd. This young lady Godiva may be the 

last lot in this catalogue but she certainly has the quality to be the start of a new cow family.        
                                   ~ HETERO POLLED ~

  

BW: 90 lbs.    
205 Day adj. Wt: 663 lbs. 

 ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
Sire: STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
  PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL

CROSSROAD GERANIUM 194G 
P1275563  |  CRF 194G  |  FEB 09 2019  |  POLLED FF87

Here we have a  February born polled full fleck Blueprint daughter for you. Geranium is double goggled, 
has a super thick hair coat and an excellent body type. She has mama cow written all over her. Her dam 
is one of our super uddered Bolero daughters and this one also carries the Cornerstone bloodline of 
quality. She is due to calve in mid- January and so is her super uddered grandam , the Yamarnie cow. She 
had Spartacus twins last year and lot 61 is one of them. So a long history of consistent production in this 
cow family insures that it will continue on with this next generation.           ~ DILUTER FREE ~    
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   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 9.3 3.4 70.0 104.1 32.3 6.5 67.3

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 14.4 -0.5 63.0 93.2 29.6 7.6 61.1

E        
P
D

   CE        BW         WW         YW        MILK      MCE    MWWT
 8.2 2.6 57.3 84.2 33.6 4.9 62.3

 CHAMPS BRAVO
Dam: CROSSROAD COLA 27C
 CROSSROAD ALOHA 322A

 WS STEPPING STONE B44
Dam: CROSSROAD EMBER 155E 
 CROSSROAD 106R

  SIBELLE BOLERO 10A
Dam:  CROSSROAD DAMARA 84D
 CROSSROAD YAMARNIE 525Y

TERMS – The terms of the sale are cash or cheque payable at par at sale location unless 
satisfactory credit arrangements have been made prior to the sale. The right of property 
shall not pass until after settlement is made.
Crossroad Farms reserves the right to require a certified cheque as settlement before 
releasing any sale cattle. Should the purchaser fail to settle for his purchase Crossroad 
Farms reserve full power to resell the animal to the best advantage either publicly 
or privately, without further notice. Any loss arising from such resale together with 
keep and all other expenses shall be payable by the defaulter. All settlements must be 
made with the clerks of the sale before any cattle will be released. Crossroad Farms 
and sales staff has the right to refuse bids from anyone who has a previous record of 
default in payment and who has not made prior credit arrangements, prior to the sale 
with Crossroad Farms.
BID-Every animal consigned to the sale must be sold by auction. No by bidding will be 
permitted. Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder.
DISPUTES- In case of disputes, bidding will be reopened between the parties involved. If 
no further bid is made the buyer will be the person from whom the auctioneer accepted 
the last bid. The auctioneer’s decision in such matters will be final.
PURCHASER’S RISK- Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold.
ANNOUNCEMENTS from the auction block will take precedence over
printed matter in the catalogue. Buyers are therefore cautioned to pay attention to 
any such announcements.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY- The proper Registration or Recordation paper, as the case 
may be, will be duly transferred and furnished to the buyer for each animal after the 
settlement has been made.
SHIPPING- Assistance will be given in making shipment after the sale but no risk is 
assumed by the Seller. Purchasers are requested to furnish shipping instructions when 

making settlement.
GUARANTEE- All animals will carry standard breeding guarantee as specified by 
the Canadian Simmental Association. At no time shall the seller’s liability exceed 
the purchased price of the animal.
EXCEPTION TO GUARANTEE – In cases where the animal is subjected to any 
hormonal or surgical reproduction techniques after the sale, the guarantee shall 
be null and void. In the cases of bulls, they are guaranteed to breed naturally 
according to the Canadian Simmental Association Guarantee but no guarantee 
is given that semen from any bull will freeze.
HEALTH – All animals will have passed the required tests as determined by 
Agriculture Canada at sale location. It is the buyer’s responsibility to determine 
health requirements for importing any animal into his province or state.
ACCIDENTS- Although every precaution will be taken to protect the safety and 
comfort of buyers, neither Crossroad Farms or any Sales Staff or Association 
assumes any responsibility in this matter and disclaims any liability legal or 
otherwise in the event of accident or loss of property.
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS – The above terms and conditions of the sale shall 
constitute a contract between the buyer and the seller and be equally binding to 
both. Resale of animals following purchase in this sale shall constitute a separate 
transaction and the rights and obligations of the two parties connected thereto 
are not covered by the terms and conditions of this sale.
PICTURES- By attending our sale you are giving your consent for your picture 
to be taken and used for promotional or advertising purposes only of Crossroad 
Farms. If you wish to not have your picture used please advise us in writing 
immediately after the sale.



BW: 85 lbs.    
205 Day adj. Wt: 654 lbs. 

Thank You to Our Customers and All Who Attend the Sale
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7 Pillars Ranch*
Anchor K Ranch*
Aumack Simmentals*
Black Gold Simmentals*
Cattle Creek Crossing*
Circle M Simmentals*
Crimson Tide Simmentals*
Crooked Creek Farm*
C Spring Farming*
Daryl Renaud
Dave Caswell*
Dieker Enterprises*
Double F Cattle Co.
Double RN Ranches/Working Genes*
Double S Land and Cattle*
Doug Marjoram*
Drennan Farms*
Dylan Dobbie*
Eddie Kish*
Ferme Martin Brosseau
Flying TL Simmentals
Forden Fairview Farm Ltd.
Gary Nickel*

Morgan Canyon Farm & Ranch Ltd
Nelson Hirsche Purebreds*
New Pine Colony*
Old Elm Farming*
Pernitsky Farms*
Perry Dicus*
Phillip Aarrestad*
Proulx Farms*
RCM Cattle Co.*
Riverbend Farms* 
Rosebud Colony*
Royal View Farms*
Rust Mountain View Ranch
Shaun Stadnyk*
South Peace Colony*
Stolson Farms*
Strate Lake Side Farm*
Tanner Oborowsky
Tyrone & Carla Borsa*
Weal Cattle Co.*
West Raley Colony*

*Repeat/Multiple buyer

Gerard Regnier*
Gordon Zyznomirski*
Hardluck Farms*
James Kohut
Jared Lowen
Jason Breault*
Jeff Fitzsimmons*
JMR Farms*
John Bloomquist*
Kerrilynn King*
KJ Larre Ranching*
Labatte Simmentals*
Lakeland College Commercial Beef
Leask Colony*
Lee Peterson*
Leidl Farms Ltd*
Lloyd Davidson
M&E Farms Ltd*
Marty Lay*
Millard Farms*
Monty Dull*
Moonshine Valley
Moore Ranching*

Thank You to Our 
2019 Crossroad Farms 13th Annual Bull & Female Sale Buyers

Thank you for attending our 14th Annual Bull & Female Sale!

Return undeliverable covers to:

Thank-you to the cattle folks that let us know 
they have retired and no longer need a catalogue.


